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Summary
The following “Quaderno” explores the trajectory of socio‐economic development of Lunigiana as
one of 12 regional case studies analysed during a two years long research E.U. project1.
The “Enlarging the Theoretical Understanding of Rural Development” (ETUDE) project financed by
the EU VI Framework Programme has been conducted from February 2007 to December 2008 by a
consortium of 6 Universities: the Rural Sociology Group of University of Wageningen (Netherlands)
as coordinator, the School of City and Regional Planning of Cardiff University (United Kingdom), the
Institute for Rural Development Research at J. W. Goethe University Frankfurt (Germany), the
Dipartimento di Scienze Economico‐estimative e degli alimenti of the University of Perugia together
with the collaboration of the Dipartimento di Agronomia e Gestione dell’Agroecosistema of the
University of Pisa (Italy), the MTT Agrifood Research group at the – Economic Research Unit
(Finland) and the Baltic Studies Centre (Latvia).
The ETUDE project proposes a new conceptual model for the understanding of the contemporary
countryside complexity and the rural development processes occurring in the Rural Europe. As
written in the project proposal of the ETUDE project: “the rural development processes are moving
beyond the institutionalized blocks of knowledge that are fragmented. Integrative and multi‐
disciplinary theories are critically lacking precisely since such mutual interactions between farming
and the rest of the rural economy and the environment, are becoming central to integrated policy
actions”.
Thence the ETUDE project develops an “integrated conceptual framework that goes beyond
monodisciplinary and sectoral approaches and integrates several emerging theoretical strands like:
1) the `endogeneity´ of rural economies,
2) the capacity of rural areas to produce of ´novelties´,
3) the institutional capacity to construct new markets,
4) the capacity to create new ´induced´ forms of governance,
5) the development of flexible and cost‐efficient forms of sustainability and
6) the role of social capital”.
The main objectives of the ETUDE model are the following:
1) “acquire a better understanding of the dynamics, scope and regional economic impact of rural
development processes, whilst reflecting the large heterogeneity of rural areas and activities,
2) assess the differential impact of newly emerging rural constellations in terms of land
management, the competitiveness of rural economies and the quality of life in rural areas and
3) explore the interfaces between different rural development trajectories on the one hand and
governance structures and rural policies on the other”.
This Quaderno is dedicated to the rural transition of Lunigiana from a condition of “marginality” to
a new economic and social dynamism determined by the neo‐endogenous sustainable rural
development pattern. Chapter 1 briefly introduces the concept of “rural web” and the methodology
of the ETUDE project both extrapolated from the two book collecting the outcomes of the project
(Ploeg J.D. van der, Marsden T.J. (eds) (2010), “Unfolding Webs. The Dynamics of Regional Rural
Development”. Van Gorcum, Assen, and Ventura F., Milone P. (eds.) (2010), “Networking the Rural.
The future of green regions in Europe”, Van Gorcum, Assen).

1 The conceptual framework and the methodology of the European project as well as the empirical work I have
conducted in Lunigiana have become the (theoretical, methodological and empirical) cornerstones of my PhD thesis
defended the 30st July 2009. At the same time, the research work I have done during my PhD, separately from the EU
project, has been enclosed in the report of the regional case study.
Weaving the rural web
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Chapter 2 describes the structural characteristics of the territory and Lunigiana’s transition
processes highlighting key events and challenges. The new economic vibrancy, triggered by the
valorisation of the local typical agro‐food products, is determined by a new path of development
based on what we can call «rural integration» to be understood as: the shift from traditional
economic development viewpoint to the construction of territorial capital and as the shift from
individual to collective action and cooperation. Rural transition in Lunigiana is an ongoing process
which could be divided into two (not necessarily consequent) phases: a phase of construction of the
single networks relate to the single initiatives of valorisation of the typical agro‐food products and
of other local resources, and a phase o networks alignment/integration.
Lunigiana is moving along this two phases process, though the rural transition is slowed down none
just by the structural limits (fragile productive structure and peripherality) but overall, by a limited
capacity of acting collectively and of coordination. The successful experiences as the lamb of Zeri,
the PDO Honey of Lunigiana and of many others rural development initiatives, show that structural
weaknesses are overcoming by the elaboration of a collective strategy and by the creation of new
collective institutions that acts the strategy.
The Lunigiana’s transition is led by the unfolding of the rural “web” determined by the positive
interrelations existing between the domains (Chapter 3). Each domains acts positively on the
others and reinforce the action of the others, but the negative impact of a lack of the social capital as
the “ability to get things done collectively” and that is translated also into a lack of governance as
coordination necessary for a collective action, limits the strengthening of the web.
Chapter 3 summarizes the impact of the web on the transition of the area and specifically on: the
quality of life, the competitiveness and the rural‐urban relationships. The unfolding web has
sharply boosted the economic development and the quality of life of Lunigiana but, “job
opportunities” ‐ which is the main aspect that defines the quality of life according to the local actors
‐ is still a relevant issue of the area. This determines the exodus of the youngster. Isolation and
closeness of Lunigiana are still the main aspects that characterize the rural‐urban relationships
even though many initiatives of rural development, for instance the Wine route, are trying to
positively connect Lunigiana with the coast area. What is still missed is the coordination between
the local institutions of the coast and local institutions of Lunigiana on the base of a common
development agenda aiming at promoting the territorial integration.
Finally, chapter 4 focuses the attention on the concrete application of the methodology of the
“conceptual maps” adopted during the two regional workshops held on 15th March and 22nd July
2008 in the meeting room of the Comunità Montana of Lunigiana, in Aulla.
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1. The rural web: the conceptual and methodological framework
1.1. Unfoldings webs: the countryside as eterogenoeous constellation of networked rural spaces
It has been argued that in Europe it becomes increasingly difficult to identify a single coherent
entity called ‘the countryside’ (Murdoch et. al., 2003). Heterogeneity is the main substantive
characteristics of the Rural Europe (OECD, 2006; European Commission, 2008). The European
countryside is complex, dynamic and differentiated. The national agricultural space put in place in
the post‐war period (Lowe et al. 1993) has given way to a ‘differentiated countryside’ (Murdoch et.
al., 2003). The Rural Europe is witnessing a multiple process of regional differentiation that is being
driven by a range of different influences. According to Ploeg et al. (2008; p. 5) through this process
of regional differentiation, an heterogeneous constellation of differentiated rural space is emerging:
a series of fragmented networked territories, each one different from the others and each one with
its own specificities, making it hard to refer to a limited number of typologies. Within the
proliferation of different rural spaces, it is possible and necessary to indentify ideal types able to
represent the complexity of the contemporary Rural Europe.
Ploeg et. al. argue that the spatial diversity could be represented by five extreme poles that shows
different rural spaces in transition (Figure 1) .
Figure 1 A preliminary typology or rural spaces (regions)
Specialized
agricultural
areas

Relatively
high

Segmented areas

Quantitative
relevance of
agricultural
sector

Dreamland

New rural areas

Peripheral
areas

Suburbia
Relatively
low

regression

development

Source: Ploeg et. al, 2008; p. 6

Ventura et. al (2010; p. 9) introduce the five ideal types as following:
‐ “Specialised agricultural areas where agriculture shows high levels of specialisation,
intensity and scale;
‐ Peripheral areas which can be sub‐divided into areas where agriculture has never had an
important role and areas where agriculture had a significant role in the past but is now in
decline;
‐ New rural areas where agriculture is developing following the trends of multi‐functionality;
Weaving the rural web
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‐
‐
‐

Segmented areas where, together with specialised agriculture, other economic sectors are
also emerging;
New suburban areas where agriculture is strongly in decline and within which important
building activities are developing;
Dreamland –these areas incorporate “dreams” (idyllic visions). They can be consolidated
places or areas whose popularity fluctuates”.

According to Murdoch (2006), the countryside longstanding socio‐economic agricultural based
structures encased within strong nation‐states has been displaced by heterogeneous constellations
of networks (economic, social, political). In spatial terms the shift from national structures to
heterogeneous network has been followed by the ‘regionalization’ of rural space: “rural regions are
increasingly moving along distinct and diverse development trajectories and these trajectories are
driven by a differing constellations of networks now to be found in the new rural spaces” (Murdoch,
2006; p. 172).
Following the relational approach to space (Ventura et al., 2008; p. 166; Murdoch, 1998; 2006;
Whatmore, 1999) instead of thinking spaces as areas with boundaries around, they can be imagined
as articulated moments in networks of social relations and understandings (Massey,
1994;2004;2006). Spatial configurations and spatial boundaries are no longer territorial or scalar
since the social, economic, political and cultural inside and outside are constituted through the
topologies of actor network (Amin, 2004; 2002). Therefore rural spaces have to be considered not
as bounded area but a ‘meeting places’ (Massey, 1994), assemblages (Deleuze e Guattari, 2006) of
different networks, initiatives, projects and activities now to be found in rural areas (Berti, 2008; p.
4; Ventura et al. 2008; p. 166).
The “rural web” has been conceptualized – following the post‐structuralist rural studies2 – as an
analytical tool for empirical analysis for the understanding of the emerging networked rurality and
its socio‐economic development pattern toward progression or regression. In this Quaderno the
attention is focused on this operative conceptualisation of the rural web, a comprehensive and
more theoretical exploration of the concept of rural web is presented in Ventura et al. (2010), “The
rural web: A Synthesis”, published in Ploeg J.D. van der, Marsden T.J. (eds) (2010), “Unfolding Webs.
The Dynamics of Regional Rural Development”. Van Gorcum, Assen.
As analytical tool the rural web has been conceptualised both at the empirical and theoretical level.
At the empirical level a rural web “is composed by the interrelations, interactions, encounters and
mutualities that exist between actors, resources, activities (be they social, economic, political or
cultural), sectors and places within rural areas” (Ploeg et al., 2008; p. 7).
Remaining at substantive level, the web is not only about flows (entailed in the many interrelations
and interactions) but it simultaneously refers to the avaible stoks of resources (natural, social,
economic, institutional, cultural etc. ) of each rural area (Ploeg et. al., 2008; p. 12). According to
Terluin (2003), the “new mosaic of rural regions” (Persson and Westholm, 1994) with winners, in‐
betweens, and losers emerges from the different endowment of immobile resources of the rural
regions. Terluin (2003) refers to the Bryden’s theory (1998) according to with economic
development of rural regions depends on a combination of tangible and less tangible immobile
resources and the way these interact with each other in the local context (Bryden and Munro 2000
p. 112; Svendsen and Sørensen, 2007; p 456). According to Bryden (1998), these resourse comprise
the following four types: social capital, cultural capital, environmental capital and local knowledge
2 Ploeg et al. argue (2008; p. 21) that this shift, or ‘turn’ as it is sometimes referred to, from structuralist to pos‐
structuralist approach in social studies is that “social life should no longer be understood as beign produced by some
underlying structure”, it includes both actors and agency within the analysis. Actor and structure are “no longer seen as
mutually exclusive entities: structures are multiple, contigent, variable and actor‐dependent, just as actors face a range
of routines, vested interests, shared expectations, etc. with which they necessarily have to deal, without being
completely governed by them”.
Weaving the rural web
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capital . The same approach is proposed by the “sustainable rural livelihoods” theorists (Chambers
and Conway, 1991; Haan, 2000; Jonhson, 1997; Scoones, 1998; Knuttson, 2006).
In the ETUDE project the local assets have been conceptualised as “territorial capital” which can be
defined as “a stock of resources specific to the place and available to those who live and work in the
territory. These resources (material and immaterial) are common goods for a local community,
available to people belonging to a rural community and which are available to be mobilized into
projects” (Ventura et. al, 2008; p. 160). “Territorial capital” is the whole of the local assets which if
adequately mobilized provide comparative advantages to those who live and work there. The
construction of hybrid networks is the process through which rural actors mobilised, redefined,
reconfigured and reorganised its local resources (territorial capital).
From the analytical standpoint, the territorial capital can be broken down into seven components
(Figure 2) (Berti, 2009; pp. 24‐31; Milone et. al. 2010; pp. 34‐35):
1. the environmental capital: it consists of the soil, water, flora and fauna, biodiversity,
microclimates, and other natural elements that are not created by human action but rather
represent a gift from nature that is not unlimited.In addition to its purely natural component,
environmental capital also consists of the result of the interaction between man and nature,
represented, for example, by farming areas or landscapes;
2. the economic capital: this refers to the economic structure of a given territory and thus
comprises activities and businesses, infrastructure (whether economic infrastructure such as
transport infrastructure, or social infrastructure such as hospitals), and the service supply
network, to which it has to be added all the financial resources at the disposal of the territory’s
economic actors;
3. the human capital: it indicates the body of accumulated knowledge (contextual and coded),
expertise, skills, values, and techniques that form the basis of the territorial production
organisation (Ventura and Milone, 2005; p. 43)
4. the cultural capital: consists of the historic legacy, the presence of an artistic heritage and
historic and folk traditions (Sassi, 2008; p. 60);
5. the social capital: it concerns all the consolidated social relationships which facilitate
coordination and cooperation among parties, and thus the capacity to act collectively.;
6. the institutional capital: it refers to what Amin and Thrift (1995); Amin (1999) identify with the
term “institutional thickness”, which designates, first of all, a presence and a strong role in local
institutions, a high level of interaction among the local organisations, and the development of
synergies among the local organisations. Secondarily, the development of local negotiation and
coalition models and, lastly, the development of a mutual awareness by the local organisations of
being part of a common development project (Ferrario and Coulson, 2007);
7. the symbolic capital: defined by Bourdieu (1986) as any form of capital by how it is represented,
i.e. symbolically comprised in a relationship of knowledge (p. 255), it is the group of symbols
whose possession and use makes it possible to influence the action of other parties (Brunori,
2003; Brunori, 2006). Symbolic capital may be considered for all effects and purposes a sort of
capital of capitals: in fact, each type of capital tends to appear symbolically or, as it were,
“transfigured”, to be traced back to an essential form of symbolic capital. This is one of the
reasons why symbolic capital assumes a decisive role for exercising power (Minestroni 2006;
p.191). The symbolic capital is placed in the centre of Figure 2 because it represents the entire
group of symbols produced by the local society, to be understood as the representation of the
various capitals making up the territorial capital, in terms of both internal conception and
external perception.

Weaving the rural web
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Figure 2 The territorial capital
Social capital

Economic capital

Institutional capital

Symbolic
capital

Human capital

Cultural capital

Environmental
capital

In theoretical terms the rural web emerges as the intersection of several dimensions/domains each
of which highlights particular features of the web. The figure 3 illustrates these dimensions and
their interconnections which have been derived from the literature on rural development as well as
from the political discourse and the lay discussion that are currently taking place in Europe. These
dimensions cannot be separated from each other, as the web ermerges from the interrelations,
interactions and exchanges connecting them (Ploeg et al, 2008; pp. 7‐8).
Figure 3 The rural web from a theoretical point of view

Source: ETUDE Project – Annex 1: Description of the work

Weaving the rural web
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Endogeneity of rural economies refers to the degree rural regional and local economies are:
‐ built on local resources
‐ organized according to local models for resource combination, which also implies local control
over the use of these resources,
‐ strengthened through the distribution and reinvestment of the produced wealth within the local
or regional constellation,
‐ and, finally, a crucial aspect of endogeneity is the sense of place, or sense of belonging that is
expressed through shared values and views that are crucial for trust, cooperation and collective
action (Oostendie et. al, 2008; p. 53 and 55)
Whereas some authors tend to identify social capital with a particular shared culture and a
particular climate of trust (Putnam 1993; Fukuyama 1996), others refer to the network of
relationships that binds individual and collective actors, which may foster or hinder cooperation
among the actors (Coleman, 1988; Granovetter, 1985). In the ETUDE project social capital has
been defined as “as the capacity to get things done collectively. Social capital is a cooperative way of
getting things done. It is embodied in the ability of individuals, groups, organizations and
institutions to engage in networks, to cooperate, employ and use social relations for common
purpose and benefit. Thus social capital is seen as contributing to goal achievement on the basis of
relationships. Actors may be individuals, groups, firms, organizations or societal institutions”
(Tisenkopfs et al., 2008; p. 87)
Oostindie and Broekhuizen (2008; pp. 68) define novelty production as “new insights, practices,
artefacts, and/or combinations (of resources, of technological procedures, of different bodies of
knowledge) that carry the promise that specific constellations (a process of production, a network,
the integration of two different activities, etc) might function better. Novelties can be embodied in
particular artefacts, in new organizational devices or consist of particular institutional
arrangements. Novelties are, as yet, unelaborated in terms of codified (scientific) knowledge.
Novelties can not easily be transported from the specific context from which they emerged and
germinated, into other contexts. This is a major difference between a novelty and an innovation. An
innovation is an expression of codified knowledge that is embodied into an artefact and which can
travel globally. A novelty, by contrast, is associated with and is part of a system of tacit knowledge
and is highly bound to (and rooted in) a local context”.
As argued by Knickel et al (2008; p. 109) from a generic perspective, institutions are most
commonly understood as sets of regulations, laws, norms or traditions which are shaped through
human interactions and which are often manifested in an organizational structure (North 1990).
“Institutional frameworks provide the supporting structure for regulating institutions”. In the
ETUDE project it is advocated a wider understanding of institutions as “the ‘rules of the game’ ,
consisting of both formal legal rules and informal social norms that structure social interactions. In
rural development processes institutions can reduce coordination problems and support
cooperation (reducing transaction costs in economic terms)”. Institutional conditions for rural
development also include the way support is provided and how efficient outcomes are achieved
through state frameworks. The core function of new institutional frameworks in a (rural)
development context is usually seen as facilitating beneficial linkages and producing efficient
connections between different activities and actors in (rural) regions and between the different
levels in a multilevel governance system.
Market governance “is the institutional capacity to control and strengthen markets and to
construct new markets. It is related to the way in which a certain supply chain is organized, how the
share and levels of income are derived from it (for producers and rural consumers, and for rural
areas as a whole), and how the potential benefits of collective action are delivered” (Vihinen e
Kröger 2008; p. 129).
Weaving the rural web
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In opposition to both the agroindustrial paradigm ‐ informed by neo‐liberal virtual logic of scale
and specialization that ties farms and agri‐food into an industrial/bio‐science dynamic ‐ and to the
postproductivist paradigm ‐ which challenges the productivistist paradigm and extols the
construction of the rural landscape and its protection by defining rural space as a consumption
good with an aesthetic value ‐ , Sonnino et al (2008; pp. 30‐31) interpret sustainability in terms of
sustainable rural development as a “territorially‐based development that redefines nature by re‐
emphasizing food production and agro‐ecology and that re‐asserts the socio‐environmental role of
agriculture as a major agent in sustaining rural economies and cultures” (Marsden, 2003).
As argued by Ploeg et al. (2008; p. 11) the web, as outlined in Figure 3, refers to the “dimensions
through which human agency is expressed; these summarize, as it were, the many fields of activity
in which human actors operate and within which they actively construct (or fail to construct)
sustainability, governance, novelties, etc. The web, as an analytical tool, offers an instrument to
assess the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of actors’ activities in successful constructing
development trajectories that can restore the rural”, both raising the economic competitiveness
and improving the quality of life.
1.2. The methodological framework
The objective of the ETUDE project methodology was to provide a methodological framework,
empirical tools but also a ‘narrative scheme’ to describe and analyse the unfolding of the rural webs
of twelve regional case studies and, in particular, to describe what happened ‐ in terms of regional
rural development ‐ and why it happened in that way (figure 3) in these rural regions. The
Lunigiana “region” was selected3 together with the Upper Tiber Vally4 as the Italian case studies.
The methodological structure is described in more details in Milone et. al. (2010) “Some Notes on
the Identification of Rural Webs” published in Milone and Ventura (eds.) (2010), “Networking the
rural. The future of green regions in Europe”. The Chapter of the book summarises the
methodological materials5 produced during the ETUDE project6. In this “Quaderno” are recopied
the most revealing excerpt of the Chapter.
As written by Milone et. al. (2010; p. 32), the aim of the methodology used in the ETUDE project
was to identify, describe and evaluate the structural elements of the territory, their interrelations in
See Berti G. (2008), “Identification and selection of the regional case studies”, Report A, Deliverable D 4.4, ETUDE:
“Enlarging the theoretical understanding of rural development”, Project n. FP6‐2005‐SSP‐5‐A‐044245.
4 See Ventura F., Milone P., Taragnoloni L. (2010), “Rural economic transition in Upper Tiber Valley; from tobacco to
diversification”, in Milone P. and Ventura F. (ed.) (2010), “Networking the rural. The future of green regions in
Europe”, Van Gorcum, Assen.
5 The chapter also resumes the methodological chapter of my PhD thesis Berti G., Brunori G., Ventura F., Milone P.
(2007), “Guidelines for in‐depth area case studies analysis”, ETUDE Project.
Brunori (2008), “Reporting regional case studies”, Presentation at “ETUDE Fourth Project Meeting”, 27th and 28th
March 2008, Riga ‐ Latvia
Berti G., Ventura F., Brunori G., Milone P. (2008), “WP 4 FINAL REPORT”, Presentation at “ETUDE Fifth Project Meeting”,
3rd and 4th July 2008, Porvoo – Finland
Berti G., Brunori G., Ventura F., Milone P. (2008), “WP4 ‐ Task 4.8 Case Study Report. Final Report Format”, ETUDE
Project.
Berti G. (2008), “Identification and selection of the regional case studies”, Report A, Deliverable D 4.4, ETUDE:
“Enlarging the theoretical understanding of rural development”, Project n. FP6‐2005‐SSP‐5‐A‐044245.
Berti G. (2008), “Comparison of the Rural Development Situation in the 12 Regions. Rural‐urban Relationships”, Report
C., Deliverable D 4.4. ETUDE “Enlarging the theoretical understanding of rural development”, Project n. FP6‐2005‐SSP‐
5‐A‐044245.
6 The chapter also resumes the methodological chapter of my PhD thesis: Berti G. (2009), “Capitolo 2 ‐ La metodologia”,
in Berti G. (2009), “Valorizzazione della diversità e sviluppo nella campagna contemporanea: la costruzione del web
rurale in Lunigiana”, Tesi di dottorato, XX Ciclo, Università di Bologna, Bologna. ISSN: 2038‐7954
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light of the main events, and the various actions carried out by various actors. It is thus based on
descriptive and narrative elements capable of interpreting:
‐ the structural (capitals) and relational elements that combine to define the sustainability of
the area with respect to the current and future scenarios;
‐ the interrelations, specific for each area and among activities and actors within the area, as
well as between rural areas and between these and the outside (urban‐rural relationships);
‐ the dynamics of the above‐said interrelations with respect to the main events that have
characterised the area’s history.
From an analysis of the above‐said interrelations, the hypothesis of a rural web was formulated,
and was subsequently tested with the actors of the areas in regional workshops.
Figure 3 The methodological and narrative research scheme

Characteristics
of the csa

Networks/initiatives in
action

Urban‐ rural
relationships

Key events

Transition of the csa

Re‐shaped
Urban‐ rural
relationships

Competitiveness
Quality of life

Rural web
configuration
and dynamics

csa= case study area
Source: Milone et. al., 2010; p. 33

The methodological structure consisted of two parts:
1. the description of the areas through an analysis of the structural characteristics, defined by
seven different types of capitals, and of their dynamics. This in relation to the trends taking
place (key urban‐rural relationship and events) and to the initiatives‐actions that
created/are creating new relationships among the actors and among the capitals, and which
contribute to give an original form to the six dimensions of the development, and thus to the
web itself;
2. an in‐depth analysis of the rural web hypothesis, identified for each single area, made
through:
‐ the role of the web in its structuring and dynamics (initiator, lubricant, outcome7);

According to Kanemasu et al. (2008; p. 177) each dimension/domain (endogeneity, novelty, governance of markets
etc.) can play different roles in the unfolding of the “theoretical” web:
‐ “«Initiator» is intended to express the primary significance of the domain(s) or domain interrelation(s) that triggers
other positive interrelations in a specific RD initiative – that is, the core of the “web” around which intricate
interactions of the domains unfold (Hence it may be noted that an "initiator" is identified not necessarily in terms of
actors' motives/intentions but more in terms of the relative "weight" the domain carries in the success/failure of the RD
initiative).
‐ «Outcome» refers to the notable benefits or positive developments in the domain(s) that are entailed by such intricate
interrelations (hence not simply a direct result of the initiating domain).
Weaving the rural web
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‐ their interrelations;
‐ the web’s impact on the quality of life, competitiveness, and the transition taking
place in the area.
1.2.1. The description of the areas
In the first part of the scheme – characteristics of the csa ‐ the starting conditions of the area were
identified. This was done by analysing the “territorial capital” and the key events/elements and
relationships with the urban world, both important in the subsequent identification of the rural
web and its dynamics.
The territorial capital was analysed not to provide a static picture of the area’s characteristics, but
to describe the evolutional dynamics triggered over the past fifteen‐twenty years. Particular
attention was given to the identification of the limits and driving forces of the dynamics themselves,
and to highlighting the peculiarities or homogeneities of these processes with the broader
territorial context (the region). The narrative describing the territorial capital and its evolution
reflects the formation of the rural web, the way in which it emerges and the effects it produces; it is,
in fact, the progressive structuring of the web (specific to the area), in both quantitative and
qualitative terms and in relation to the degree of internal consistency, which determines the
specific transition path.
For each area the capitals and, in particular, their evolution were described using quantitative
indicators, specific for each of the different capitals, obtained from the various official statistics
sources. Qualitative information on their vulnerability and pressure in use was gained by
interviewing key informants. Through the perception and sensitivity of the interviewees, these
interviews highlighted the evolutional trends that characterised the capitals over the past 10‐15
yeas and their vulnerability over time and space. This permitted a more precise reading of the
quantitative statistical data, showing facets that would have been impossible to capture without the
aid of or information provided by the various stakeholders.
The description of the study areas was completed by an analysis of events inside or outside the area
which modify both the expression of the capital and the form of balance of the interrelationships
among the capitals.
An important element in the analysis carried out in the project was the description of the
relationships between the urban and rural worlds and, in particular, of those factors which
facilitate or hinder the creation and strengthening of those relationships. It should be stressed that
the study of the urban‐rural relationships is important because these relationships have a direct
impact on the way the various capitals are mobilised and strengthened in the different rural areas
and therefore, on the competitiveness and quality of life of the rural areas.
1.2.2. The rural web configuration and dynamics
The second part of the methodology is concerned with the configuration of the rural web and its
dynamics. The definition of the “rural web” concept is made using a qualitative actor‐oriented
approach centring the analysis on the key actors to explain the dynamics taking place in a territory
(Ventura and Milone, 2005). It follows that the path outlining the descriptive picture of the
territory, the identification of the actor‐networks and actors involved, and the analysis using the
analytical scheme of the web all comprise the involvement of the territory’s actors through
unstructured interviews and the organisation of one or more workshops.
‐

By«lubricant» we refer to the significant, yet not primary, domain(s) that enhances or cements such positive
interrelations”. From ETUDE “Testing the web: A comparative analysis of the results achieved through the quick scan”.
Weaving the rural web
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The key steps in the methodology of the second phase may be summerized as follows:
1. description of the dimensions of the rural web through the territory’s initiatives and networks;
2. description of how different domains impact on each other;
3. Construction of a matrix synthesizing the initiatives/networks, the relevant actors involved and
their impact on the six web dimensions
4. Configuration of the web and how its dynamics responds to the challenges and problems
affecting the area;
5. Description of policy arrangements that have been having an impact on the area.
Through the opinions, perceptions, and information collected in the interviews and workshops, the
six dimensions of the specific rural web of the area conceptualised in the first part of the study
were characterised and described within their dynamics. Using the same instruments, the concepts
of both competitiveness and the quality of life were defined. Furthermore, it was asked to the
participant at the workshop to give a score for quality of life and competitiveness referring to their
territory. This enables to outline their perception of the area. The information obtained through the
interviews and workshops was formalised in conceptual maps that made it possible to outline the
dynamics taking place and configure the rural web. An example of such maps is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 Conceptual maps illustrating the meanings assigned for each domain

Source: Milone et. al, 2010; p. 45

The rural web concept and, in particular, the relationships among the dimensions making it up
were then used to analyse and interpret various initiatives/networks which emerged in or were
indicated by the workshop participants. The initiatives/networks were collected in analysis
matrices which indicated the major actors and the impact such initiatives/networks have on the
different dimensions of the rural web and on the competitiveness and quality of living in the area.
The information collected in the matrices was then used to create schematic diagrams showing the
relationships among the various dimensions and how these relationships are the result of the
impact of the initiatives/networks on the dimensions.
Finally, it should be stressed the importance of local actors involvment both in the identification of
the initiatives or networks (considered significant to the process of change.) and in defining the
levels of the quality of living, the competitiveness, and the strong or weak elements of the various
dimensions of the rural web. This type of involvment makes it possible to obtain the necessary
description rich with facts and as close as possible to reality enanbling a real interpretation and
understanding of the meanings that lead to new conceptual schemes. The rural web is precisely the
result of such a path and, as such, it is deeply rooted in the territory and dependent on the local
actors , in both the building and start‐up and the development and evolution phases.

Weaving the rural web
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2. Description of the case study area: the rural marginal area of Lunigiana
2.1. Structural characteristics of the area
Lunigiana is a predominantly high hill and mountain territory8 (Regione Toscana, 2000a; 2000b)
located in the extreme north of Tuscany, along the course of the Magra river (figure 5).
Figure 5: Lunigiana

It is a transborder ‘historical’ area situated among three different Regions: Tuscany, Emilia‐
Romagna and Liguria. At the present time Lunigiana is administratively represented by 14
municipalities9 (which compose the Comunità Montana of Lunigiana10) belonging to the Province of
Massa‐Carrara11 in Tuscany (figure 6 and table 1). In the past, Lunigiana was understood as a
more vast area (Repetti, vol II, 1833‐1845; Targioni Tozzetti G.,1777) including portions of the
territory of the coast areas of both the Province of Massa‐Carrara and the Province of La Spezia in
The 64,6% of the territory is over 600 m above sea level while the 32,4% is mountain territory.
Aulla, Bagnone, Casola in Lunigiana, Comano, Filattiera, Fivizzano, Fosdinovo, Licciana Nardi, Mulazzo, Podenzana,
Pontremoli, Tresana, Villafranca in Lunigiana and Zeri.
10 A state institution between Province and Municipality, established in the 70s, in charge of administering groups of
adjacent Municipalities in a mountain region.
11 The Province of Massa‐Carrara is composed of 17 municipalities, the 14 municipalities of Lunigiana and 3 more
municipalities located in the coast area (Massa, Carrara and Montignoso).
The Tuscany Region, acknowledging that Tuscany is made of very different “Tuscanies” ‐ local territories with very
diverse economic, social, environmental characteristics ‐ has adopted a subdivision of the regional territory into
elementary units: the Sistemi Economici Locali (SEL) (Local Economic Systems) (Regional Regulation n. 219/1999).
The SEL constitute the minimum base territorial unit for planning and for the evaluation of policies and projects and
they are defined starting from the local labour markets. The Province of Massa‐Carrara has been divided into two SEL:
the SEL 1 Lunigiana composed of the 14 Municipality belonging to the Comunità Montana della Lunigiana and the SEL 2
Area di Massa e Carrara composed by the three Municipality of the coast area.
Weaving the rural web
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Liguria Region. In fact, the name Lunigiana derives from the name of the ancient roman city Luni
founded 177 BC by Romans near the outfall of the river Magra, that now belongs to the Province of
La Spezia. The Lunigiana’s borders are still contested and an “Administrative Lunigiana” (the one of
the 14 municipalities) is distinguished from an “Historical Lunigiana” (Caciagli, 1992). As many
border regions, a relevant characteristic of Lunigiana is the ‘identity spirit’ and the ‘sense of
belonging’ of its people. This strong sense of place has always deeply affected both positively and
negatively the social and economic relationships and particularly local politics.
Figure 6: The Province of MassaCarrara: the administrative borders

Province of Massa-Carrara

LUNIGIANA

COAST AREA

Tuscany

For a very long time Lunigiana has been considered a “rural marginal area”: on the one hand, it has
been economically and occupationally dependent from both the big private and public Fordist
industries located in the coast zone of La Spezia, Massa and Carrara. On the other hand, even if
agriculture has always had an economic relevance, due to its structural characteristic of mountain
agriculture, it has never developed according to the Modernisation paradigm. This economic frailty
has determined an intense rural exodus characterising by out‐migration, land abandonment,
abandonment of historical rural villages and population ageing.
However, the marginality of Lungiana (as regards to the Modernisation paradigm) has had positive
consequence as well. It has preserved natural resources, rural landscape, local productions and
cultural tradition, that have become crucial resources of a new development trajectory based on the
endogenous sustainable rural development model.
The official documents and the socio‐economic statistics still describe the territory of Lunigiana as
rural marginal area. Within the Rural Development Plan 2000‐2006 of Tuscany Region (Regione
Toscana, 2000 d) Lunigiana is identified as a “rural marginal area”, on the base of the typologies of
rural areas elaborated by the Tuscan Regional Institute for Economic Planning (IRPET)12 (figure
7).
12

Istituto Regionale Programmazione Economica della Toscana
Weaving the rural web
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Figure 7: Typologies of rural areas in Tuscany

Agro-rural
Touristic-rural
Residential rural
Marginal rural
Low agriculture
Non agriculture

Source: IRPET, Bacci (2002); p.208

A “rural marginal area” is defined as a local economic system (SEL) that in the last three decades
has experienced:
‐ the regional most intense depopulation process,
‐ the higher ageing level,
‐ the higher unemployment rate,
‐ and the higher employment rate in agriculture (as consequence of the other economic
sectors weaknesses).
Effectively, looking at the long term demographic trend (from the 50s to the 80s) Lungiana has
experienced a real demographic haemorrhage with a 28,9% negative migration balance. Starting
from the ‘80s the depopulation process has slowed down and in the last few years some communes
has registered a positive balance but, looking at Lunigiana as whole, from 1984 to 2004 the area has
undergone a 7,1 % population loss even so (Istituto Studi e Ricerche, 2005) (Figure 8).
Furthermore, the Lunigiana’s ageing index (283,23%) is tremendously higher than the regional one
(192,30%), the unemployment rate (9,02%) is higher than the regional one (6,87%) and the
employment rate in agriculture (4,27%) is higher than the regional one (3,93%) (ISTAT, 2001;
Provincia di Massa‐Carrara, 2008).

Weaving the rural web
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Figure 8. Population trend in the last twenty years of each Lunigiana’s municipality
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Even statistical indexes are not very promising, in the 1999, the IRPET (IRPET, Cavalieri, 1999, p.
236) has underlined that in “rural marginal areas” of Tuscany it is emerging a “minor tourism”
which determines a new social and economic vibrancy. In the following report on the economic
development of Tuscany, the IRPET (2002) itself has stressed the significance of the changes
occurring in such a rural marginal areas. The “rural marginal area” are not only experiencing a
“minor tourism” initiatives but, on the contrary, they are experimenting significant changes: the
revaluation of the environmental function, the development of the residential function and above
all the growing diffusion of the rural tourism are progressively changing these areas towards the
typology of “rural tourist area”, even if tourism in such an areas is still not well developed (IRPET,
Bacci, 2002; p. 209), compared to other areas, like Chianti for instance. Adopting the ETUDE
classification we can argue that Lunigiana is a rural marginal/peripheral areas moving towards
a new rural areas13 (with tourist orientation). This makes difficult to take a clear pictures of the
territory as it is difficult to take a sharp photo of a moving object. The recent vibrancy of Lunigiana
economy and society originates in early nineties, it is built on the valorisation of local resources and
particularly on the valorisation of local agro‐food products.

Marginalizing areas, where agriculture once had a significant relevance but is currently in decline; in the most
extreme examples these are areas where this process contributes to depopulation. New rural areas, where agriculture
is developing along the lines of multifunctionality, is increasingly intertwined with the regional economy and society
and thus contributes to regional qualities. In these areas multifunctionality is often articulated at the level of the
enterprise and the multi‐product enterprise is a distinctive feature of these regions. WP 2 “Towards a new theoretical
framework for understanding regional rural development” ETUDE Project.
Weaving the rural web
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¾ The environmental capital:

According to the Regional Environmental Action Plan 2004‐200614, which provides a deep
environmental analysis of each SEL, Lunigiana is considered as one with the higher environmental
quality and it does not present any relevant environmental criticality:
‐ no noise pollution15,
‐ air pollution emissions tremendously lower than the regional average16: it is enough to
remember that the regional average of the % of the population exposed to the atmospheric
pollution with a value that overcome the limits fixed by EU, is 44,7% while in Lunigiana is 0%,
‐ and high quality of water: water requirement, water consumption and water pollution load are
lower than the regional average17.
Furthermore, the electrical energy consumption is four time lower than the regional average18, the
waste production, both of urban and special waste19 is much lower than the regional average and
the waste separation has achieved the 25%, value fixed by the 91/689/CEE and 94/62/CE). The
only one negative aspect is that Lunigiana is not yet independent for the whole cycle waste
management (Regione Toscana, 2003 a; 2004 a; 2004 b).
Lunigiana is a 974,4 sqkm territory, the 84% of the territory of the Province of Massa‐Carrara with
a population of 55.826 inhabitants (the 28% of the province’s population). The population density
of the area is 57,29 inh/sqkm. The territory does not suffer any building construction pressures:
the area covered by artificial classes is only 1,80% of the total surface area, that is less than half of
the regional average (3.81%) and during the period 1991‐2001 the superficial classes has
registered an increase of just 0,10%, much less than 4,71%, the regional average (Regione Toscana,
2003b; 2003c). As highlighted by the Province of Massa‐Carrara within the Province Land
Development Plan20 and during the ETUDE second regional workshop21, even if during the last
years the population exodus has slowed down, one of the weaknesses of the territory is still the
abandonment of the upper mountain villages (many of them are beautiful ancient villages) and the
population drainage towards the valley bottom communes. This determines, on one hand, problems
of preservation, conservation and maintenance of the upper mountain territories and, on the other
hand, urbanisation pressures on the valley bottom communes.
Lunigiana’s forest covers 66.696,83 ha, representing the 68,4 % of its land, much higher than
47,24%, the regional average (Provincia di Massa‐Carrara, 2008) and with a trend that indicates a
further expansion. Forest characterises the Lunigiana landscape and it represents one of the most
relevant local resource in both environmental, bio‐energetic and economic terms but, at the same
time, its expansion is a threat. In fact, the persisting rural exodus has determined a progressive
expansion of the forest soil to the detriment of the agricultural soil, to the consequent loss of
differentiated landscape and related biodiversity (EC, 2000) and to the rising of the issue of land’s
hydrogeological security. As stressed by Conti and Fagarazzi (2004, p. 3) “the uncontrolled
development of new forest areas might represent a problem by itself, often implying loss of cultural
landscapes and habitat variety, bio and eco‐diversity depletion, territorial homogenisation,
Piano Regionale di Azione Ambientale 2004‐2006
0 % of population exposed to rail noise (16% the regional average), 0 % of population exposed to highway noise > 55
db (0,59 % the regional average) and 0 % of population exposed to highway noise > 65 db (0,15% the regional average)
16 Lunigiana pollution emissions (t/skm): CO=6,33; COV=2,53; PM =0,39; Nox=0,86; NH3=0,47; SOx=0,06; greenhouse
10
gas per surface (t/year of Equivalent CO2)=295,38 Tuscany pollution emissions (t/skm): CO=17,57; COV=6,49;
PM10=1,04; Nox=4,79; NH3=0,67; SOx=4,05; greenhouse gas per surface (t/year of Equivalent CO2)=1733,05
17 Density total water requirement (m3/sqkm): Lunigiana=12.988; Toscana= 46.559; Waterworks water consumption
per head (m3/inh/year): Lunigiana 69,2; Tuscany=84,7; water pollution load exhausts (Aeq/skm): Lunigiana=171;
Tuscany=535
18 Electrical energy consumption (MWh/sqkm): Lunigiana=153; Tuscany=655
19 Special waste production density (t/sqkm): Lunigiana=45; Tuscany=286; Urban water per head (Kg/inh/year):
Lunigiana=500; Tuscany=648
20 Piano Territoriale di Coordinamento
21 A participant argued “The valorization of the medieval rural villages is an important tool to the aim of taming the
abandon of mountain residences […]”.
Weaving the rural web
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rewilding of previously cultivated land and, finally, waste of economic and natural resources”. Even
if the local governors (and the key actors who participate to the ETUDE regional workshops) are
conscious of such a issue and they are engaged in reducing the forest expansion (see Policy
arrangements), the forest land property impede to challenge appropriately this issue. In fact the
forest is atomized in a multitude of private properties and, to the exclusion of the Bratello forest
(300ha), there are not vast public property, thence, for instance, it is very difficult to develop
project with the aim of constructing an efficient sustainable wood chain.
The forest characterises the agricultural soil as well: the forest area is 22.476 ha and it covers the
51,41% of the Total Agricultural Area (TAA) (abundantly higher than the regional average 40,18%)
while the Utilised Agricultural Area (UAA) is 16.467,54 ha, the 37,67% of the TAA (whereas the
regional average is 52,7%). Differently from the famous Chianti that represents the “idyllic
Tuscany”, Lunigiana’s agricultural soil is highly diversified, and presents characteristics that make
it different compared to regional average22.
Even if the agriculture sector has a relevance much higher than the regional average, from the 1982
to the 2000 it has been registered a reduction of the TAA four times Decree n.22/1997 for the
implementation of the EU waste directives (91/156/CEE,
higher than the regional average (ISTAT, 2001). At the present time TAA is 43.716,6 ha the 44,9%
total surface area, much lower than the regional average (70,8%). The abandonment of the
mountain agriculture and of the forest management practices is determining a crisis of the fragile
equilibrium between the anthropic activities and the environment that has been built during the
past generations. A further consequences is that the landscape of Lunigiana is changing its features
loosing its differentiate image of forest and cultivated land. This demonstrate that agriculture
rather than being a factor of pollution, play a fundamental role for the preservation of the territory
and of the landscape’s quality. Lunigiana agriculture has never develop according to the
Modernisation paradigm, so that it has preserved the territory from water and soil pollution
(Agenda 21, Provincia di Massa‐Carrara, 2004; Autorità di Bacino del fiume Magra, 2004; Regione
Toscana, 2005 b). As stressed by Tuscany Region (Regione Toscana, 2004 b, pp. 14‐15) even if
agriculture has a relevance much higher that the regional average, the Lunigiana’s areas of
agricultural land treated with pesticides, herbicide and fertilized are much lower than the regional
average, as well as the % of irrigated land23.
Finally, if we consider the number of the farms rather then the UAA, the Lunigiana agriculture
presents an organic production higher than the regional average24: the 1,05% of the Lunigiana’s
farms is characterised by organic meat and milk productions, while the regional average is 0,35%
and the 2,08% of the Lunigiana’s farms is characterised by organic plant production that is much
higher than the regional average of 1,64% (ISTAT, 2001; Provincia di Massa‐Carrara, 2008).
The Lunigiana land covered by protected areas is relevant, even if it is slightly lower than the
regional average. Lunigiana is covered by 11 Sites of Community Importance (SCIs), 2 Special Areas
of Conservation (SACs) and 2 Sites of Regional Importance25, for a total soil of 8754 ha, the 8,94% of
the total surface area that is lower than the regional average 12,06%. In addition to the sites of EU
importance there are National, regional and local protected area: 1 National Park, 1 Regional Park
and 3 Natural Area of Local Importance26 for a total soil of 7.801 ha, the all’8% of the the total
surface area that is lower than the regional average 9,67% (Provincia di Massa‐Carrara, 2008;
Agenda 21, Provincia di Massa‐Carrara, 2004).
Looking at the regional average, the 63% UAA is covered by crops, the 21,41% by agricultural ligneous (Olive
plantations, Vineyards, Nursery, Fructiferous) and 15,58% by permanent grassland and meadows while in Lunigiana
the 9% is covered by crops, the 27,75% by agricultural ligneous and 62,39% by permanent grassland and meadows,
four time higher than the regional average (ISTAT, 2001).
23 Only the 0,74% of the land is irrigate while the regional average is 2,06%.
24 We refer to farm rather than UAA because we have already stressed the main characteristic of Lunigiana agriculture
is the pulverisation of the land property.
25 Siti di Interesse Regionale (SIR)
26 Aree naturali di interesse locale (ANPIL)
Weaving the rural web
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As for biodiversity the Environmental Status Report 2004 of the Province of Massa‐Carrara27
drawn up by Agenda 21, highlights the richness of a ecosystem that is a bridge between the
Mediterranean environment and the continental mountain typology and it does not register any
risk or criticality.
As it has been stressed in the Rural Development Plan 2000‐2006, environment is the primary
resource of mountain and high hill areas (Tuscany Region, 2000 d; p. 20) of Tuscany. During the
ETUDE second regional workshop all the participants have identified “environment” as one of the
most important local resources. Even if the environment represents one of the strengths of
Lunigiana and its exploitation is indeed an important opportunity for local development, a lot needs
to be done for its preservation and valorisation. For instance the importance of environment it does
reside not just in terms of tourist attractiveness, but also for the strengthen of the local autonomy.
In fact, the forest represents a fundamental resource for alternative bioenergies, but as it has been
stressed during the second regional workshop: “talking about biomass, we have do admit that
Lunigiana is to be considered the taillight of Tuscany”. Furthermore, even if the level of the stock of
environmental capital is very high, shifting from a static point of view to a more dynamic
perspective, it is possible to observe an erosion of the capital. As it has been stressed during the
ETUDE second regional workshop by a civil servant of the Comunità Monatana, “there is nothing
worse then an abandoned agroecosystem” as the territory of Lunigiana is. An abandoned agro‐
ecosystem “it is not just a resource with a little value but it is a disvalue”.
¾ The economic capital

Lunigiana productive system is based on SMEs, the 95,8% of the enterprises has less than 6
employees (Istituto Studi e Ricerche, 2005). The economic vibrancy of the last fifteen years can be
deduced from the growing number of local enterprises that have risen from 5.124 to 5363 with a
positive balance of 4,66% (even if is much lower than the regional average 9,6% ‐ Provincia di
Massa‐Carrara, 2008). The relative positive trend of the last period of time inserts, anyway, in a
very weak productive background that can be well illustrated by the space distribution of the local
enterprises: only the 26,8% of the total number of enterprises belonging the territory of the
Province of Massa‐Carrara is located in Lunigiana, while the 73,2% is located in the 3 communes of
the coast zone. Such a space distribution of the enterprise is reflected in the commuting flows.
Lunigiana is still very dependent from coast zone in occupational terms. In fact, the territory
presents a very low level of self‐containment of the commuting flows: the 29.2% of workers leave
Lunigiana to the coast zone (to Massa‐Carrara the 4,7% and the 22,5% to La Spezia) (Regione
Toscana, 2001). Looking specifically at the space distribution of the enterprises within the
Lunigiana territory: the 56% of the enterprises are concentrated in the 4 bottom valley communes
(Aulla 23,30%, Pontremoli 15,57%, Villafranca in Lunigiana 8,68%, Licciana Nardi 8,34%). Inside
the Lunigiana territory then, the attractive poles are the bottom valley communes of Aulla,
Pontremoli and Villafranca that register a positive commuting balance, while all the other
communes register a negative balance.
Agricultural activities have historically characterized the Lunigiana’s economy which has never
experienced a full transition towards the secondary economic sector (Regione Toscana, 2001) and,
at the moment, the industry sector presents a n. of employed, n. of enterprise and the added value
lower than the regional average (Table 2).
Even if agriculture has always had a relevance higher than the regional average Lunigiana has
never developed an agro‐food industry. In fact, the secondary sector is dominated by
“construction”. The number of enterprises belong to the construction subsector are 913 the 59,75%
of the whole industry sector, while the enterprise belonging to the agro‐food industry are just 148
the 9,68%.
27

Rapporto sullo stato dell’ambiente della Provincia di Massa‐Carrara
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The service industry, with a 78,30% of employment and 79,49% of the added value (AV)
represents the dominant sector of the Lunigiana economy. Looking at the single sub‐categories, the
retail trade with 1249 enterprises (21,60%) and Hotels and restaurant with 438 enterprises
(7,58%) are the main economic activities, but looking at the employment rate it is possible to
observe the 30,16 % of the population is principally employed in the health public service and in
the public administration. These data show the fragility of the local economy expressed by a very
strong dependency from the public sector, which is rapidly beating a retreat under the new
neoliberal wave. Furthermore the weakness of the local economy and its dependence from the
public sector explain the origins of the dominance of the political parties on the local economic and
social life (see Institutional capital).
Table 2 Employment, Added value and enterprises by sector (2004)
Economic sectors
Agriculture

Lunigiana
Employed
n.enterprises
Added value*
Tuscany
Employed
n.enterprises
Added value*

Other
economic
activities
Absolute values

Industry

Total

Agriculture

Industry

Other
economic
activities

Percentage (%)

829
1.018
30

5.201
1.528
108

12.993
3.236
533

19.023
5.782
670

4,36%
17,61%
4,44%

27,34%
26,43%
16,08%

68,30%
55,97%
79,49%

58.372
50.619
1.594

496.204
130.731
22.447

872.826
249.469
60.148

1.427.402
430.819
84.188

4,09%
11,75%
1,89%

34,76%
30,34%
26,66%

61,15%
57,91%
71,44%

* added value in milions of euro (2004)

Source: our elaboration on IRPET (2004) and on Elaborazioni Settore Sistema Statistico Regionale della
Regione Toscana su dati Unioncamere (2004).

Agriculture is not the dominant economic sector in terms of AV, employment and number of local
enterprises but it has to be considered as the driving economic and social force of the territory. In
fact, it presents values higher than the regional average:
‐ the population employed in agriculture is the 4,36% while the regional average is 4,09%,
‐ the AV produce by agriculture is 4,44% much higher than 1,89% of the regional average,
‐ and farms represents the 17,61% of the local enterprises, much higher than 11,75%, the
regional average.
Agriculture plays its hegemonic position from different points of view. First of all in terms of
influence on the other economic sectors. The agriculture influence on the tertiary sector is evident
especially if we refer to tourism, indeed the tourist system of Lunigiana has been defined a ‘rural
tourist system’ (IRPET, 2001), as well as the influence on the industry sector that has been defined
a ‘manufacturing local productive system specialised in the food industries’ (Regione Toscana,
2001).
Secondly, as we have already mentioned describing the Lunigiana’s environmental capital, it
preserves the quality of the environment and it dominates the shape of the landscape.
Furthermore, it determines the social relations: the agriculture is still a part‐time activity so that
the majority of the families are strictly connected with agriculture.
Finally, agriculture determines the ‘symbolic capital’ of the area that it is perceived from both the
inside and the outside as rural area and it is recognised especially for the typical agro‐food
products.
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Even if agriculture has a relevance much higher that the regional average and during the last
decade the number of local enterprises has risen, Lunigiana has registered a 12,86% reduction of
the number of farms, the double of the regional average loss (6,59%) (Istat, 2001). Furthermore
one of the most relevant weakness of agriculture is the farmers ageing: the number of employed in
agriculture over 44 years old is much higher than the number of employed in the age group 15‐44
with and the larger number of employed in agriculture is in the group age 50‐54 years old
(Provinicia Massa‐Carrara, 2008).
The structural characteristics of agriculture do not allowed Lunigiana to be a ‘space of production’
neither in terms of mass‐production nor in term of agro‐industrial local system specialised in high
quality niche products. The agriculture is highly diversified and multifunctionality is the main
characteristic of the farms located in Lunigiana. The agriculture in Lunigiana has not any
specialisation but, respect to the regional average it presents a specificity characterization in stock‐
breeding (for milk production): 47,35% of the farm respect to the 35 % of the regional average. Due
to a mountain morphology of the territory and to a diffused fragmentation of the land28, the
structure of Lunigiana’s agriculture is characterised by small and micro family conduct farms
oriented to self‐consumption or, anyway, agriculture is considered as supplemental economic
activity for the integration of the family income. This picture becomes quite clear looking at the
statistic: the average area farm size is 5,66 ha the half of the regional average (11,64 ha), the farm
average UUA area is 2,18 ha less than half of the regional average (6,35). Referring to the farm
holding, the 98,15% of the farms are owned and directly managed by the owner farmers. The 95%
of the farms are family farms (with only family labour force) and only the 1,69% of the farm
employed non‐family labour force, less than a half of the regional average 3,49% (ISTAT, 2001).
A really important suggestions to describe the Lunigiana’s agriculture derive from the confronting
of the number of farms of the General Agricultural Census (ISTAT, 2000), that is 7.731, and the
number of the farm registered at the Register of Chamber of Commerce of Massa‐Carrara that
amount at 1.088. If the number of the registered farms at the Chamber of Commerce corresponds,
presumably, to the farms that face the market, hence it is possible to argue that agriculture in
Lunigiana rather than being an economic activity connected with the market it is predominantly an
activities for the supplement of the family incomes.
During both the first and the second ETUDE regional workshops all the participants have identified
the typical local agrofood products as one of the most important local resource, but at the same
time the “fragmentation of the supply” in considered one of the most relevant weaknesses of the
territory. As it has been stressed during the second ETUDE regional workshop, the fragmentation
translates often in a lack of the supply and then “it becomes useless to promote products that it is not
possible to find”, for instance, “you can find the onion of Treschietto only during the local «Festival of
the onion of Treschietto»”. Even the local actors agree that “products availability should not be
understood in «industrial terms»” and that “the availability for these kind of products means that
consumer should go to the territory and find there the products, as the small quantity that exists”, at
the same time it is recognised that a lack of production capacity is still a relevant challenge.
Finally, as we have already mentioned, Lunigiana has never developed a real processing industry
system. The local “agriculture based on self‐consumption and characterised by structural
weaknesses is neither able to supply a processing industry of a certain relevance, nor to adequately
supplying the local market. In fact, Lunigiana resorts to relevant import of agricultural products”
(Cortesi, 1977; p. 138). During the ETUDE second regional workshop it has been stressed that the
limit of local agriculture in general and particularly of the process of valorisation of local agro‐food
products is the lack of a local processing and packaging system. The example of the lamb of Zeri is
28 The reasons of a such property pulverization derived from the morphologic structure of the territory and, probably, it
has also historical origins that is rooted in remote past of Lunigiana: the Longobard right of the Mediaeval period. In
fact, The Malaspina family, which dominated the territory of Lunigiana during the Mediaeval period, adopted the
Longobard Right according to which the lands were not bequeathed to the male first‐born only, but were divided
among all the children, male and female.
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quite representative of the general situation. The existing slaughterhouse do not allowed to butcher
the lamb into small parts and this impede to sell the lamb to the local supermarkets or to
restaurants that ask only some parts of the animal. Thence, “the main goals for the next
programming period are two: first to activate the instruments to raise the production capacity in
order to reach the minimum threshold to face the commercialization and, second, to solve the
problems of processing and packaging because it will not happen in the future that local typical
products are packaged outside the province”.
Therefore the importance of agriculture resides not on its production capacity of primary goods but
rather on its multifunctionality (social, environmental, cultural etc.) and on its integration with the
other economic activities, particularly with tourism.
Rural tourism is considered the most important opportunity for the development of the area.
During the second ETUDE regional workshop all the participants has indentified the local resources
(environment, typical products and historic and artistic patrimony) in terms of tourist
attractiveness and it has been stressed the tight relationships between tourism and local typical
agro‐food products.
Even if Lunigiana is far distant from the tourist development capacity of the other rural areas in
Tuscany (Balestrieri, 2005) and it is still based on “second house” (Istituto Studi e Ricerche, 2005)
tourism is becoming more and more important. For instance, even though the number of
agritourism is much lower than the regional average, in the last three years it has grown from 73 in
2004 to 109 in 2007 (Provincia di Massa‐Carrara, 2008) and tourism has the economic relevance of
10,8% of the GDP while the average of the Province of Massa‐Carrara is 6% (Istituto Studi e
Ricerche, 2005).
According to local actors also Lunigiana’s tourism suffer the fragmentation of the supply and during
the second regional workshop it has been identified the lack of networking and coordination as the
most relevant issue for Lunigiana’s tourism: “it is not necessary that each commune provides services
alone, what we need is to work together”, “what we miss is the network, both the internal and external
network”.
¾ The social capital
Even if the perception of social isolation is diffused among people of Lunigiana (Proietti,2002),
according to a survey carried out by the Chamber of Commerce of the Province of Massa‐Carrara
(Istituto Studi e Ricerche, 2005) the associationism is one of the strengthens of the territory: the
20,5% of people of Lunigiana actively participate to voluntary association. The number of
associations registered at the Regional Register of the third sector are 86 (44 voluntary
organisations, 35 associations and 7 social cooperatives), but if we consider that the very big
majority of the associations, organisations and cooperatives are not registered at the Regional
Register, the framework of associationism of Lunigiana becomes quite impressive. Nevertheless a
lack of the ‘ability to get things done collectively’29 is still persistent (see 4.1Empirical evidence
within each domain  Social capital). As it has been highlighted during the first regional workshop:
“the capacity of building something collective that works it is not part of the DNA of Lunigiana”.
Lunigiana is characterized by a lack of the capacity of aggregation, and “we should deal with this
incapacity”. Fragmentation, lack of networking probably have historical and cultural reason and, as
it has been said during the second regional workshop, it could be overcome by the “recovery of a
shared historic memory, which should become really collective, a sense of belonging to a unique
territory that is one and not made of many castles and bell towers”.

29

WP 2 “Social Capital”. ETUDE Project
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All the territory of Lunigiana is covered by the LEADER LAG “Sviluppo Lunigiana Leader s.coop.a
r.l”. Even if the LAG has played an important role to the diffusion of the integrated endogenous rural
development discourse, due to the fragile organisational structure of the LAG and a lack of
competence it has not played an intense “rural animation” activity.
¾ The human capital
The level of education in Lunigiana is lower that the regional average:
- the education index 0,61 is lower than the regional one 1,01;
- the % of graduated is 5,40%, more than half lower than the regional one 12,03%
- the % of people holding a high school diploma is 27,90%, much lower than the regional one
40,69% (Provincia di Massa‐Carrara, 2008; ISTAT, 2001).
Such a low level of education is reflected into two other indicators of the human capital: the
employee professional standing and the entrepreneurship density. Looking at the employee
professional standing, the % of entrepreneur and professionals is the 5,92%, much lower than the
regional average (8,62%) while the % of the other typologies is more or less the same. With regards
the entrepreneurship density Lunigiana is characterised by the presence of 97 enterprises every
1.000 inhabitants much less than the regional average that raise the number of 114. On the
contrary, data concerning the female entrepreneurship are very interesting: the female enterprises
are the 31,4% of the total number of the enterprises, a value that is clearly higher than the regional
24% (Istituto Studi e Ricerche, 2005). Such a female entrepreneurship of the territory is confirmed,
for instance, by the experience of the network of the lamb of Zeri, where the president of the
Consortium is a young woman and the more than the 50% of the members are young female
shepherd (Angiolini, 2007; Union Camere Toscana, Regione Toscana, 2006).
¾ The cultural capital
Lunigiana is characterised by a specific local identity. The geographic, ethnics, historic and
linguistic characteristics make the territory of Lunigiana so peculiar that can be defined a “region
per se”, located between Tuscany, Liguria and Emilia Romagna (Giuliani, 1919, pp 8‐12). Lunigiana
is one of the many, so called, “historic regions” of Italy that are hidden under the borders of the
present administrative regions (Giannini and Guelfi, 1976, p. 11). Such a local specificity is reflected
in a very strong “sense of place” of the habitants of Lunigiana, who fill themselves neither “Liguri”
(people from Liguria Region) nor “Toscani” (people from Tuscany Region) but “Lunigianesi”
(people from Lunigiana). The presence of specific local identity is evident but it is like a mosaic, it is
fragmented into many identities. As it has been stressed during the regional workshop: “Lunigiana
reflects many different souls, it is a mix which find its strength and its reasons of existence in its own
different facets”.
Lunigiana is characterised by a presence of a shared historic memory. As we have already
mentioned the name Lunigiana has derived from the ancient roman city Luni, of which we have
narratives from the famous roman historians Livio, Plinio, Scribonio, Silio Italico, Polibio, Stradone.
The first official document in which appears the name Lunigiana is dated 1141 AD, but exist older
documents that mention Lunigiana, for instance in a document dated 816 AD appears the phrase
“finibus Lunense” (that in Latin means borders or land of Lunigiana) and later, the phrases “finibus
lunensis” (Semeria G.B, 1843) and “finibus Lunianese” (Repetti, vol. I, 1846) appear in the
foundation act of the Abbey of San Carpasio in Aulla signed by Adalberto di Toscana the 884 AD.
Francesco Guicciardini refers to the “paese della Lunigiana” in the Book 1 (chapter 14) of his “Storia
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d’Italia”30.

Lunigiana has historic roots more distant in the past that are witnessed by many Menhir
(statue stele) of the Neolithic period (Anati, 1981) now preserved in the Museum of Pontremoli.
Other and more recent pieces of the historic memory of the territory compose the local identity:
first of all the resistance to the NaziFascism. All the territory is signed by memorial plaque and
gravestone that remember the dramatic episodes of the liberation conflict and the Audiovisual
Museum of Resistance31 describe the contribution of the people from Lunigiana to the resistance
movement. The resistance to Nazi‐Fascism it is not iced in a museum or in a gravestone but it is a
renovated memory, it is cultivated through many initiatives which aim to involve the young
generations. Another important dimension of the local historic memory is emigration. As we have
already mentioned from the 50s to the 80s the territory has suffered an intense emigration. The
Emigration Documentation Centre of Lunigiana32 manages the Museum of Emigration of People of
Tuscany33 located in Castle of Luosolo in the commune of Mulazzo. Finally the local identity is
strictly connected with agriculture. As the Ethnographic Museum of Lunigiana34 and the Museum of
peasant civilisation35 tell us, the peasant tradition is one of the most important components of the
local culture.
A second dimension that defines the cultural capital of Lunigiana is the presence historicartistic
architectonic emergences. The architectonic patrimony of Lunigiana is impressive: medieval
churches, abbeys, sanctuaries and particularly the famous Romanesque parishes of Lunigiana built
by the bishops of Luni to affirm the temporal power of the church during the late mediaeval period.
Furthermore the mediaeval villages that are diffused everywhere in the territory. But what
characterise the Lunigiana patrimony the most is the legacy of the so called the «Castle civilization».
During the period that goes from the half of the XIII century to the end of the XVI century they was
built in Lunigiana 120 castles. Nowadays many of them are mere toponym, others are nothing more
than ruins, but the 30 that remain has a so deep visual impact that are one of the most relevant
characteristic of the Lunigiana landscape.
Furthermore, of particular historic relevance is the “Via Francigena” the ancient pilgrimage route
that connected Canterbury with Rome and that crossed Lunigiana.
The least but not the last is the culture of the book that comes far from the past, and precisely from
the pioneer printer Jacopo da Fivizzano who, between 1471 and 1474 started printing books 11
years before it was practiced in Vienna, nine years before London, eight years before Oxford etc.
The Museum of Printing ‘Jacopo da Fivizzano’36 located in Fivizzano is a legacy of such a tradition.
Furthermore, one of the most important Italian literature award (Premio Letterario Bancarella)
holds in Pontremoli an ancient small town in Lunigiana, and in the mediaeval village of Montereggio
(member of the International Organisation of Book Towns37) it holds a very important “Book
Festival”.
During the second regional workshop all the participants have identified the historic and artistic
patrimony as one of the principal local resources, mentioned particularly the castles and the
medieval rural villages.
Another important aspect that define the cultural capital of Lunigiana is the presence of local folk
and enogastronomic and cooking traditions. The “maestà”38 is one of the most ancient and still
alive folk tradition of Lunigiana (Rapetti, 1992). Legend, fable and folk tales are part of the shared
“Da Pontriemoli entrò Mompensieri nel paese della Lunigiana, della quale una parte ubbidiva a' fiorentini, alcune
castella erano de' genovesi, il resto de' marchesi Malespini; i quali, sotto la protezione chi del duca di Milano chi de'
fiorentini chi de' genovesi, i loro piccoli stati mantenevano”, Francesco Giucciardini, “Storia d’Italia”, Libro 1, Capitolo 14.
31 Museo Audiovisivo della Resistenza
32 Centro di Documentazione dell’Emigrazione Lunigianese e Apuana
33 Museo dell'Emigrazione della Gente di Toscana
34 Museo Etnografico della Lunigiana
35 Museo della civiltà contadina
36 Museo della stampa “Jacopo da Fivizzano”
37 http://www.booktown.net/
38 Bas‐relieves that are fixed in niche made in the wall of the house or in poor tabernacle along the elder mule path or in
very small chapels along the street (Rapetti, 1992).
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culture but, above all, is the enogastronomic and cooking tradition that has to be considered the
base stone of the folk local culture. In fact, before the landscape and the historic patrimony, are the
traditional agro‐food products and the traditional recipes responsible to the diffusion of the fame of
Lunigiana outside the borders (Milano, 2003).
¾ The institutional capital
The institutional‐political transformations occurred at both EU and national level during the last
two decades have determined a new centrality of local government. In Italy the intense processes of
reforms in the direction of federalism started in the ‘90s, has deeply transformed the Italian
national‐State. The devolution process has tremendously influenced the rural governance
reinforcing the regional power, for instance, with the reform of the constitution, the State has
devolved power to the Regions on agriculture (absolute competence). Therefore, in Italy any
Region has its own Rural Development Plan (RDP) (demanded for the European rural development
policy funding). Such a decentralisation process has been pushed further by Tuscany Region. In fact,
the constitutional reform guarantees the statutory autonomy of the Regions. The new regional
statute and the new regional law on planning/policy making have founded a new style of governing
based on:
- the principle of subsidiarity: the regional programmes and economic and territorial plans can
refer to local plans and programmes. For instance in Tuscany each Province has its own Local
Rural Development Plan (LRDP), which is managed by the Province or, in some cases, by the
Province and the Comunità Montane together. The Comunità Montana of Lunigiana shares with
the Province of Massa‐Carrara the planning and the management of the LRDP.
- the method of “concertazione” (negotiated planning): which refers to the involvement of
different institutional levels (institutional “concertazione”) and all the organisations
representing different economic and social interests (stakeholders “concertazione”) within the
decision making process since its beginning.
The Province of Massa‐Carrara has adopted the method of ‘concertazione’ both the institutional
‘concertazione’, activating the Tavolo Istituzionale Provinciale (Institutional Negotiation Table of
the Province), and the stakeholders ‘concertazione’, activating the Tavolo di Concertazione
Provinciale (Negotiated Planning Table of the Province). The Tavolo Istituzionale Provinciale is a
kind of ‘control room’ involving all the local institutions to the aim of coordinating and integrating
all the different local programmes, plans and policies, while the Tavolo di Concertazione Provinciale
aims at involving the organisations representing different economic and social interests during the
policy making process.
This new governance pattern has undoubtedly strengthened the local “institutional thickness’
(Amin, 1999; Amin and Thrift, 1995) but local governance is still the Achilles’ heels of the Province
of Massa‐Carrara in general and specifically of Lunigiana. The main problem is that the
“concertazione” method and the partnerships that the local programmes aim to build can be
defined as ‘cosmetic’. First of all, beyond the rhetoric of their long‐term progressive political aims,
their single objective is to achieve and consume public funding. A concrete examples is the
experience of the “Patti d’Area”. Within the RDP 2000‐2006, the Tuscany Region has allowed local
actors to promote local public‐private partnerships to the aim of activating “Patti d’Area” (Local
Programmes) within the LRDP. The Tuscany Region aimed at stimulating local partnership
involving all the local actors to pursue specific objectives coherent with the Rural development
Plan. To favoured such a bottom‐up programming process and to encourage local private‐public
partnership, the Tuscany Region has budgeted additional financial resources to support the Patti
d’Area. Within the LRDP of the Province of Massa‐Carrara, they have been provided two “Patti
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d’Area”: the “Patto d’area for the quality, the tipicity and the security of the agrofood products”39
and the “Patto d’area for the valorisation of the province’s forest patrimony”40. These two Patti
d’Area were not implemented because the Region has not given the promised additional resources.
This demonstrate that the partnership has been built only to reach the public funding and not
because the local actors and institutions believed into the projects.
Secondly rather than promoting a real participative process, renewing democratic understanding,
encouraging political awareness and enhancing opportunities for political participation, the
“concertazione” is a consultative method. The different stakeholders assembled together in a
partnership, are consulted on a programme, a project or a policy that is decided in advance by the
core local public institutions. It never happens that the programme, project or policy are elaborated
through a participative process. The application process for the recognition of the rural district of
Lunigiana has been characterised for such a “consultative governance” (Berti, Rossi, 2007). The
rural development plan of the district has been elaborated by the Province of Massa‐Carrara and
the Comunità Montana della Lunigiana and then approved by the local organisation representatives
of farmers interests and other stakeholders organisations.
Another limit that affects the institutional capital of Lunigiana is the weaknesses of the local civil
society. As a consequence of the economic fragilty, local civil society has never been able to develop
into strong organisations (especially as economic interest groups) and it has never been able to
create a dialectical dialogue with the political sphere. The weakness of the civil society, the
employment dependency from the public sector, the lack of strong organisations representative of
the economic interests and of the social interests as well, have thus favoured the spreading of the
hegemonic power of the political parties in all the society fields and the governing process has been
bounded between the wall of the parties dialectic, that is what it has been called the
“partitocrazia”/particracy. Despite the unquestioned growing and strengthening of civil society
organisations over the last fifteen years, the domination of political parties still characterises the
Lunigiana’s society (Berti, Rossi, 2007).
Finally, ‘municipalism’ as the lack of collaboration betweens local governments, deeply
characterises the institutional capital of Lunigiana (see Empirical developments within each domain
a) Endogeneity).
¾ The symbolic capital
The image of the territory is strictly connected with the local agro‐food products. In Lunigiana there
are 72 local agro‐food products registered in the Tuscany Region catalogue edited by the Regional
Agency for Agricultural Innovation (ARSIA), of which: 2 Slow Food presides: lamb of Zeri and bread
(made of chestnut flour) of Casola, the PDO Honey of Lunigiana is the unique PDO honey in Italy the
Wine “Val di Magra” IGT (Italian label), the wine “Colli di Luni” DOC (Italian label) and the
Mushroom “Fungo di Borgotaro” PGI. The historic patrimony is another important component of
the image of Lunigiana, and the environment as well.
The main relevant problem of Lunigiana’s symbolic capital is the creation of an internal common
vision and image of the territory able to include all the different aspects and to align all the different
networks now to be found in the area. During the ETUDE second regional workshop the president
of the Wine route argued: “Lunigiana is characterised by many different cultural identities as many
are the different valleys of the territory. In this fragmentation I see a weakness, for instance, for me it
is very difficult to find a key word, an image that is able to represent the territory. In the last four
years we have tried, without any success, to make a poster with a key word able to identify the
39
40

Patto d’area per la qualità, la tipicità, la sicurezza dei prodotti e dell’ agroalimentare
Patto d’area per la valorizzazione del patrimonio forestale della provincia.
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territory. This signifies that a real problem exists because we will never be remembered”. In fact, a
civil servant of the Province of Massa‐Carrara has underlined that “to find a unifying image for
Lunigiana it has been a topic of the last Conference of agriculture, it is a demand that came out from
the conference”.
A further issue, that is strictly connected with the valorisation of the typical agro‐food products of
Lunigiana, is the risk of a symbolic overexposure and the consequent generation of conflict between
lived‐perceived‐conceived rurality. As it has been stressed by a participant of the first regional
workshop referring to the typical products of Lunigiana: “I would like to know how much is the
production of such a products, it is like the Sciacchetrà41 wine, everyone talk about it but is impossible
to find”. The onion of Treschietto, for instance, it has been promoted during the famous broadcast
Eatparade and in one of the most important Italian newspaper “La Repubblica”, but it is very hard
task to find in local markets, in restaurant or grocers. During the second regional workshop it has
been argued that “you can find the onion of Treschietto only during the local «Festival of the onion of
Treschietto»”.
¾ SWOT analysis matrix of the capitals

Strengths

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Weaknesses

‐
‐

Opportunities

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Threats

Strengths

Weaknesses

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

SWOT Analysis
Environmental capital (+ landscape)
Territory with high environmental quality and without any criticality
Territory with high biodiversity and without any criticality
Significant presence of European interest, national, regional and local protected areas
Territory with high proportion of land area covered by forest (68,4%> 47,24% regional average)
Differentiated landscape and an agricultural soil highly diversified
Territory scarcely antrophized and it does not suffer a building construction pressure
Presence of many mediaeval small rural villages and presence of many small towns with a very
strong historic‐cultural image and many
High number of farm with organic production
Abandonment of the upper mountain villages and urbanisation pressures on the valley bottom
communes
Persistent reduction of TAA and UAA
Land (forest area) property atomization and lack of public proprieties
Scarce tourist accessibility to forest
Production of wood fuels
Economic (especially related to tourism) and environmental valorisation of forest
Enhance environmental quality to strengthen the appeal of the region
Land abandonment and the re‐afforestation trend determines:
‐ hydrogeological instability
‐ loss of differentiated landscape and related biodiversity
Economic capital
Presence of many local agro‐food products
Farm multifunctionality
Agriculture with AV higher than the regional average
Growth of agri‐tourism
High unemployment rate
Dependence on the economic activities located in the coast area
Farming is prevalently part‐time activity
Pulverisation of land proprieties

41 Sciacchetrà is a rare Italian wine, is a typical DOC wine, from Cinque Terre area, which is cultivated on terraced sheer
vineyards overlooking the sea. The Sciacchetrà has a very ancient history, dates to ancient Rome. Its Boccaccio
mentioned it in his writings and Pope Paul III defined it as a "smoky wine of great aroma, with the colour of gold...". The
appellation states that after fermentation the wine must be aged in wood for at least one year. In the local dialect, the
word sciacchetrà means "press it and forget about it for a long while".
Cinque Terre is a rural area belonging to the Province of La Spezia (Liguria Region) but it is part of the so called
“historic Lunigiana” (Storti, 2004).
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Opportunities

Threats

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats
Strengths
Weaknesses

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Strengths

‐
‐

Weaknesses

‐
‐

Greater linkage between tourism and the food
Exploit “Lunigiananess” as a marketing tool
Social farming (Social Services in Multifunctional Farms)
Farmers ageing
Agricultural decline
Social and cultural capital (+ human capital)
Strong sense of place, local identity and distinctive culture
Presence of a shared historic memory
Presence of many important cultural activities
Presence of historic‐artistic‐architectonic emergences
Presence of local folk and enogastronomic and cooking traditions
High levels of volunteering
Perception of social isolation diffused among people of Lunigiana
Population ageing
Lack of social capital
Low level of education
Lack of services
Scarce integration with the adjacent territories
Scarce accessibility to the historic and archaeological patrimony
Bad state of preservation of certain old mediaeval buildings, and in general of the architectonic
patrimony
develop ICT to combat peripherality
Exploit “Lunigiananess” to reducet he feeling of isolation
Social farming
population decline in the more remote areas
population ageing
loss of services makes more remote areas less attractive
Institutional capital
High levels of local planning
Political parties domination
Lack of coordination
Decentralisation
Regional Law on rural district
Tendency to “municipalism” as institutional isolation
Quality of life
Amenity and leisure place
High quality environment
Lack of services for the population
Competitiveness
added valued of typical products
typical products, historic and artistic patrimony and high quality environment to develop a local
rural tourist system
Lack of integration and coherence
Lack of integration with the adjacent territories

2.2. Development dynamics of the territory
2.2.1. Key events and challenges
The Lunigiana’s rural transition occurred in the last twenty years, from marginal area towards a
new rural area (with tourist orientation) is a part of a more long story that could be divided into
three phases:
o the traditional rural (until the end of ‘40s);
o the Modernisation decline (from ‘50s to the 80’s);
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o the rural transition (from the ‘90s).
Until the end of ‘40s Lunigiana was economically and socially dominated by a traditional
agriculture, oriented to subsistence and self‐sufficiency. Population statistics by the 1951 census
show that the big majority of the labour force, the 46,8% of the active population, was employed in
agriculture (table 3) (the 29,5% in the industry sector and 23,7% in the tertiary sector). The
traditional agricultural social and economic system of Lunigiana was stable: from the 1861 to 1921
it was registered an constant growth of the population, while from 1931 to 1951 it has been
registered a decrease of just 3.6%. The stability of Lunigiana came into crisis from the ‘50s as
consequence of the dramatic depopulation haemorrhage.
Table 3 Employment (%) by sector in Lunigiana 1951, 1961, 1971, 1984
Year

Agriculture

1951
46,8
1961
28,3
1971
19,4
1984
14
Source: our elaboration on ISTAT, 1951, 1961, 1971, 1984.

Industry
29,5
42,3
41,8
12,74

Other
economic
activities
23,7
29,4
38,8
73

The following period, that goes from the 50’s to the 80’s, is characterised by the Modernisation
decline.
The first aspect is the rural exodus: the population has fallen from 80.451 inh. in the 1951 to 57.171
inh. in the 1984 with a 28,9% negative migration balance. The “grand exodus” is concentrated
during the 50’s and all the 60’s, while starting from the second half of the seventies the population
is permanently reducing but with a low intensity.
The rural exodus has been accompanied by a deep restructuring of Lunigiana’s economy. The
second aspect of the Modernisation decline is the “agricultural exodus”. The “agricultural exodus”
process could be divided into two phases: the secondarisation phase (from the ‘50s to the
beginning of ‘70s) and the tertiarysation (from the ‘70s upward). Employment by sector statistics
from the 1961 and 1971 show a first shift from an agricultural based economy towards an economy
based on industry (and on a growing importance of the tertiary sector). This process of de‐
ruralisation has driven not the industrialisation but to the “secondarisation” of the area, though the
“Modernisation discourse” has led to the Interprovincial Agency for the Industrialisation of
Lunigiana whose aim was to favour the industrialisation of the bottom part of the Lunigiana’s
valleys. The transformation was led by exogenous forces and the shift is to be understood just in
terms of growth of the employment in the secondary sector determined by the industrialisation of
the coast area. In fact, the economic re‐conversion of the Lunigiana’s bottom valley did not
happened and what happened was just the growth of the labour force of Lunigiana employed in the
big fordist public and private industries located in the coast area of Massa, Carrara and La Spezia
(Izis, 1998). The second shift of Lungiana’s economic restructuring consist on the transition from
the “secondarisation” to the “tertiarysation” of the local economy that as been accomplished at the
end of the ‘70s and consolidated during the ’80s and the following periods. Employment by sector
statistics from the 1984 census show the absolute dominance of the tertiary sector employment.
The missed industrial Modernisation of the area ran in parallel with the missed alignment to the
agricultural Modernisation model, even though the “agricultural modernisation discourse” have
driven the local actors to foster new strategies and practices in accordance with the “productivist
mode of farming”. For instance, in Zeri, the “industrialized agriculture” project has been translated
into a new local strategic agenda that had the aim of reconfiguring the Zeri’s agriculture and
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specifically the sheep breeding in line with the “productivistic spirit”. During the ‘60s and ‘70s the
local shepherd, supported by the local shepherd organisation which provided them the rams
(Interview with Cinzia Angiolini,2008), tried to cross the Zerasca breed with the “Massese” breed to
rise the production of the milk and with the “Bergamasca” breed to rise the production of meat
(Verità, 2001, pp. 35.36). The failure of these attempts (the diffusion of mastitis) has determined a
long period of abandonment of the breed risking the extinction.
The agriculture decline (the reduction of influence in terms of employment, number of enterprises
and added value) is a phenomenon diffused in all the rural areas of the developed countries, but
while in some areas it is characterised by the homogenisation of the farms to the “big Fordist
factory” model and by the integration with the agro‐food industry, in other areas like Lunigiana, the
agriculture decline coexists with the traditional mode of farming. For instance in Lunigiana from
the 1951 to the 1971 the average farm size has reduced (Cortesi, 1977). Even it has experienced
many attempt of “modernisation”, Lunigiana’s agriculture continued to be structured into a
fragmented and disorganised system of micro family conducted and multifunctional farms oriented
to self consumption. Furthermore, the efforts to overcome the farms pulverisation by establishing
cooperatives and consortium for both the processing and the commercialisation of the products,
above all milk, failed and the local system has been always characterised by almost absolute
absence of factories for the processing and by a fragmented and disorganised network for the
collection, storage and distribution of the products (Cortesi, 1977 pp. 139‐143). Lack of production
capacity and of specialisation of local agriculture, a lack of commercialisation system and a lack of a
processing industry has impeded Lunigiana to evolve towards the modernised agriculture and also
to the local agro‐food district like the Chianti wine local system or the Parmiggiano Reggiano cheese
local system. The economic squeeze deriving, for instance, from the decrease of farm‐gate milk
price has determined the crisis of the local system of milk and the crisis of the cooperatives (e.g. the
most important cooperative “Lunilat” entered into crisis the 1978 and failed some years later) and
the progressive abandon of cattle breeding.
The missed transition to the secondary sector (Regione Toscana, 2001), the employment
dependency from the industries of the coast area and from the public sector and the agriculture
decline as missed alignment to the Modernisation mode of farming, have determined the dramatic
reduction of the entrepreneurial capacity of the territory and the following economic and social
marginalisation of Lunigiana. Until the ‘80s Lungiana’s economy and society has been characterised
by the vicious circle of rural marginalisation: out‐migration Æ low level of population Æ lack of
critical mass for basic services Æ unattractiveness for investments Æ unemployment Æ out‐
migration (+ population ageing)… (Figure 9)
Figure 9 The Vicious circle of Lunigiana’s rural marginalisation
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(+ ageing)
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The marginalisation of Lunigiana respect to the Modernisation paradigm has had a positive
consequence as well: first of all the preservation of the environment. During the ETUDE second
regional workshop, for instance, it has been stressed that: “the environment is a very important
opportunity for the development of the territory which, by good fortune, from the environmental point
of view has remained untouched because we didn’t have any industrialisation. Now it is time to exploit
such a resource”. Together with the preservation of its environment and its landscape, Lunigiana’s
has preserved its local agro‐food productions and cultural tradition, local handcraft, which have
become the pillars of the new development path. During the ETUDE second regional workshop all
the participants have identified the environment, the typical agro‐food products and the local
cultural, historic and artistic patrimony as the fundamental resources to boost the economic
“sustainable” development of the area. The new pattern of development consciously followed by
the local actors and based on the valorisation of the local resources has represented a significant
rupture in the general marginalising tendency which was affecting Lunigiana economy and society.
The Lunigiana’s rural transition is an ongoing demand‐side‐driven process that started at the
beginning of the ‘90s in parallel with the post‐modernism42 shift, characterised by the new
consumption pattern43 of the advanced capitalist societies. From the countryside point of view, the
change of the consumption pattern means: on one hand, the “quality turn” as the shift from the
production of standardized mass product to highly diversified and quality product (e.g. the typical
product), on the other hand, the commodification of the rural space (Marsden et. al. 1990; 1993;
Goodwin and Painter, 1992) that takes two form: it includes the consumption of the attributes of
the generic “idyllic countryside” (such environmental quality, localness, communitarianism and
tranquility) and it also reflect territorial specificity of a particular region (culture, history,
landscape etc.) (Ray, 2003).
By meeting the increasing urban demand over countryside, Lunigiana has re‐configured its
economic structure. The regeneration process started with the valorisation of the local agro‐food
product favoured by a conjuncture of external and internal forces. The general discourse on rural
development and the “Tuscany effect” has been slowly absorbed by the local institutions and
transmitted to the territory. A new generation of farmers with higher level of education respect to
the previous generation, open and sensitive to novelties, translated such inputs into a new strategic
agenda and, with the external support of local and regional institution and other actors as Slow
Food, into new practices (figure 10).
The experience of the valorisation of the Lamb of Zeri is particularly illustrative. Where, under the
modernisation productivist impetuous, the generation of the ‘60s and the ‘70s has abandoned the
Zerasca breed, the new generation of shepherds has oriented the activity to the protection and
valorisation of the local typical breed. Furthermore, they have organised themselves into a
Consortium whose main objective is not just the protection and the valorisation of the breed but
also the local culture, the local shepherd traditions and the “valorisation of the territory of Zeri”
Post‐modernisn it is a change in the arena of consumption, aesthetics, culture and lifestyle which has blurred the
traditional distinction between economic and cultural activity:“ if ‘postFordism exits then, it is much a description of a
cultural as economic change. Indeed, the distinction is now quite useless. Culture has ceased to be, if it ever was, a
decorative addendum to the ‘hard worlds’ of production and things, the icing on the cake of materials world [..]. Through
design, technology and styling ‘aesthetics’ has already penetrated the world of modern production. Through marketing,
layout and style, the ‘image’ provides the mode of representation of the body on which so much modern consumption
depends’ (Hall S., 1988)
43 The new post‐Fordist consumption pattern is based on:
• the “Aestheticization of commodities” that means “the embellishment of products, artefacts, buildings, workplace,
infrastructure and so on, as a means of enlivening everyday life at the same time as legitimating consumerism”.
• The “Commodification of aesthetics” that signifies “the increasing transformation of culture and cultural activity,
especially leisure and recreation, into cultural industries, that is, commodities sold in the market to individual
consumers who, in turn, increasingly identify cultural gratification with consumption rather than as an independent
activity” (Amin, 1991)
42
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(Interview with Cinzia Angiolini, 2008). Indeed, the new development path is structured around a
double shift:
• from traditional economic agricultural development viewpoint to the construction of
territorial capital (from the production of meat to the valorisation of the local resources linked
to sheep breeding)
• from individual to collective action and cooperation (the construction of the Consortium).
Figure 10 The Lungiana’s regeneration process
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On the wave of the food festival of the most famous typical products (as the Festival of the lamb of
Zeri, the onion of Treschietto and the bean of Bigliolo that are able to attract more than three
thousand people each) Lunigiana’s territory has been characterised by a widespread diffusion of
local festivals links to food and local tradition. For instance in Soliera, a very very small hamlet of
the Municipality of Fivizzano, the youngsters have promoted a cultural association and they
organise all year long many festival related to the local peasant tradition and culture. The new
economic and social vibrancy and the new image of the territory coming out from the marketing of
the agro‐food products has attracted visitors and tourist. Furthermore, the Province has supported
the diffusion of the agritourism, which has reinforced the Lunigiana attractiveness.
The discovery of the endogenous potential is related not just to the agro‐food product. In parallel
with the support to the initiatives of valorisation of agro‐food products the local institutions have
started to support many other initiatives for the valorisation of the local artistic, historic and
cultural patrimony and of the environment to the construction of a sustainable local rural‐tourist
system.
In fact, the structure of Lunigiana’s agriculture does not allow to think in terms of local agro‐food
productive system of niche products, while Lunigiana can respond to the urban demand of new
“spaces of consumption” as tourist and recreational area. The construction of a sustainable local
rural‐tourist system implies the alignment of the different networks aiming at mobilising a
valorising the different capitals constituting of Lunigiana’s territorial capital. Even though during
the last decade has been supported initiatives aiming at integrating sectors, actors and territories,
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during the second ETUDE regional workshop the participants has stressed that disconnections and
fragmentations are the main weaknesses of the territory.
While during the period that goes from the ‘50s to the ‘80s the missed alignment to the
modernisation paradigm has driven to the economic and social marginalisation and have
aggravated the “agriculture exodus”, the new development path driven by the valorisation of the
local agro‐food products has slowed both the marginalisation and the agriculture decline.
2.2.2. Rural  urban relationships
During the Modernisation period the rural‐urban relationships has been characterised by
economic, social and institutional disconnections.
From the economic point of view, the urban areas of the coast have never been a market for
Lunigiana’s agriculture, whose self‐consumption farming and the lack of processing industry has
determined its economic isolation. The rural‐urban relationship was based just on the employment
dependency of Lunigiana from the industries of the coast areas, which in turn have traditionally
considered Lunigiana just as a supplier of labour force.
Furthermore, Lunigiana has never played a role of natural and recreational place for the urban
centres. Even if the bottom part of Lunigiana valleys is about 40km of motorway from the coast
(that means less than half and our of journey) and the remotest parts are one hour/one and a half
hours distant Lunigiana has always been considered by people from the coast a “marginal area”,
thence not a place where to spend leisure time.
Secondly, the very strong sense of place of the people of Lunigiana has determined social
disconnections with the coast area. The two areas have been never perceived as part of the same
“Historical Lunigiana” but on the contrary two separated areas by both the people of Lunigiana and
the people of the coast.
Thirdly, from institutional point of view, “localism” is translated into “municipalism” which has
historically determined friction between local institutions.
The rural transition could led to a new reconfiguration of the rural‐urban relationships through a
recomposition of the multi‐disarticulated fractures of the Modernisation period. The constellations
of rural initiatives activated in the last fifteen years, above all the Wine Route: “Strada del Vino Colli
di Candia e Lunigiana”, and the commitment and involvement of the Province of Massa‐Carrara are
shyly turning around the disconnection tendency, though the economic, social and territorial
integration between the two areas is still far to be achieved. As stressed by the Tuscany Region
(2002): “the internal integration within the Province of Massa‐Carrara between the coast area and
Lunigiana is low, the two socio‐economic system are different and characterised by weak
relationships”; furthermore, the experience of the Rural District has demonstrated that the political
orientations are not directed to the integration, on the contrary its are directed to maintain two
separated sphere of influence and control.
The diffused “food culture” and the new “rural renaissance” of the post‐Fordist era has transformed
the Lunigiana from a “marginal” are to an attractive area where to spend leisure time, though the
supply is still fragmented, not organised and the integration between sector and actors is far to be
accomplished. For instance, on the wave of the food festival of the most famous typical products (as
the Festival of the lamb of Zeri, the onion of Treschietto and the bean of Bigliolo that are able to
attract more than three thousand people each) in the last decades Lunigiana’s territory it has been
characterised by a widespread diffusion of local festivals links to food and local tradition that
attract many people from the urban centres. Even if Lunigiana remains the “unknown land” of
Tuscany, as it has been stressed during the ETUDE second regional workshop, it is slowly becoming
a recreational area for the coast zones.
Furthermore, thanks to the convergence of private and public local interests and to a “favorable
atmosphere”, supported politically and financially by the Tuscany Region and ARSIA, initiatives of
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“short food chains” like farmer markets and CSAs are blossoming in the area. A concrete example is
the Organic and Typical Farmer Market of Carrara which holds once a month. These initiatives,
even if they are at the embryonic stage, they represent an important perspective for Lunigiana‐
coast relationships. In fact, they can diversify the reconfiguration of the relationships between the
rural area of Lunigiana and the coast zones of Massa, Carrara and La Spezia not just in the direction
of the space of consumption but also to the creation of a local market of organic and typical
products.
In the post‐Fordist transition rural areas are rediscovered as residential space. This generates
building pressures and provokes conflicts among different interests on land use. In addition, rural
area are threatened by the expansion of urban area. At the moment, Lunigiana does not suffer any
building pressure from the expansion of the adjiacent urban area and, for the people who live in
the coast area, Lunigiana does not represent a residential alternative. On the contrary, Lunigiana
suffers abandonment. During the ETUDE second regional workshops the participants have identify
the abandonment of the rural villages of the most remote areas of Lunigiana as one of the most
relevant issue of the area and it has been highlighted the need of specific residential policies. the
participants do not consider as sufficient a policy aimed at the renovations of the building of the
ancient medieval rural villages for the tourist valorisation of area, because of the populations
exodus “they are becoming more like a Christmas crib”. Furthermore, the drainage of people from
the upper part of the valleys determines building pressure on the bottom communes, which are
progressively shifting from rural to urban. Even though Lunigiana is not residentially attractive for
people of the adjacent urban centres, in the last decade, it is becoming an attractive pole for retired
person, especially from the north Italy.
2.3. Relevant Policies and institutional arrangements

Due to the structural characteristic of its agriculture, Lunigiana has never been a territory of CAP
funding. The EU rural development policy (EU RD policy) and the political discourse around the
European rural development model launched during the European Cork Conference (1996) have on
the contrary played a vital role for the rural transition of Lunigiana. Furthermore, the new
institutional framework determined by the devolution reform in Italy and the further
decentralisation process promoted by Tuscany Region have tremendously improved the efficiency
and efficacy of the EU RD policy within the territory. With its own Local Rural Development Plan
the Comunità Montana of Lunigiana improved its capacity to influenced the EU RD policy according
to the characteristics of its territory. In fact according to the RDP the local institutions was allowed
to activate or not some measures in their LRDP. One of the most relevant problem in Lunigiana is
the progressive expansion of the forest to the detriment of agricultural surface, dues to the land
abandonment. Therefore, the Comunità Montana della Lunigiana did not activated the measure 8.1
funding the “Forestation of agricultural surface” .
The EU RD Policy has been the fundamental pillar of the Lunigiana transition but the EU Regional
Policy has been important as well. For instance the social cooperative “Il Pungiglione” which is that
greatest producer of PDO and organic honey of Lunigiana has been financed by the EU Regional
Policy.
The process of valorisation of local productions, was strengthen by the EU regulation on the
protection of geographical indications (PGI) and designations of origin for agricultural products
and foodstuffs (PDO). The “PDO Honey of Lunigiana” is the unique PDO honey in Italy and the
Mushroom “Fungo di Borgotaro” PGI is highly appreciate, while other initiatives for the
achievement of European labels are spreading in the region, like the Committee for the Promotion
of the PDO Chestnut Flour of Lunigiana.
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Another support to the social and economic development of Lunigiana has been given by the EU
programme LEADER, even if that of local LEADER Agency “Sviluppo Lunigiana” is not a very
successful experience. However the LAG “Sviluppo Lunigiana Leader s.coop.a r.l” has been
promoter of various initiatives, such as “Lunigiana Amica” a no‐profit organisation involving local
institutions, local farmers organisation and all the Consortium of local agro‐food products, whose
primary objective is to create a network of the actors of the agro‐food chain for a collective
commercialization strategy both inside and outside the territory of the Province of Massa‐Carrara.
The institutional arrangements have been examined in sections 2.1 Structural characteristics of the
area – Institutional capital and will be examined in the following 3.1 Empirical evidence within each
domain – New institutional framework.

3. The rural web configuration
3.1. Empirical evidence within each domain
¾ Endogeneity
The ‘endogeneity’ of rural economies refers to the degree in which local and regional rural
economies are: a) built on local resources, b) organized according to local models for resource
combination and which equally imply local control over the use of these resources, c) strengthened
through the distribution and reinvestment of the produced wealth within the local or regional
constellation”, […] A last crucial aspect of endogeneity is ‘the sense of place’, or sense of belonging
(Oostendie et. al, 2008; p. 53 and 55).
The rural transition of Lunigiana is a text book example of endogenous development trajectory. The
recent rural regeneration process has been built on local resources and particularly on the
valorisation of the many agro‐food local productions of Lunigiana through the construction of
hybrid networks. During the ETUDE second regional workshop, the participants have with one
accord identified the typical agro‐food products, the environment and the historical, artistic and
cultural patrimony as the primary local resources.
Even if these hybrid networks brought together local, regional, national and international actors,
they are built on and for the valorisation of local resources, they are controlled by local actors and
the produced wealth is distributed and reinvested within the local constellation. For instance for the
production of the PDO ‐Organic honey of Lunigiana (that is the unique Italian PDO honey) it is used
a wax imported from Africa. The African wax is imported tanks to the social cooperative “Il
Pungiglione” – which is the bigger producer of honey in Lunigiana. Il Pungiglione belongs to a
global religious community called Pope Giovanni XXIII. The social cooperative is a node of a global
network that links small religious communities all over the world.
The “Borghi vivi” project is an interesting experience of ‘endogeneisation’. The project Borghi Vivi
aims at renovating ancient villages or ancient buildings to promote tourism in the area. It was born
as “Villages d’Europe” a European Project that has not have a very successful story. On the contrary
the Lunigiana’s local actors have endogeneised the project, which became ‘Borghi Vivi’ and, as
stressed by the Province Land Development Plan, it has become a key project of the area.
Another important feature of the endogenous rural development paradigm, that is for instance one
of the pillars of LEADER Programme, is ‘interlocality’ (Ray, 2000). As Ray (2003, p. 8) stresses,
transnational co‐operation between local areas raises the prospect of a pan‐European dimension to
neo‐endogenous development. In 1994 the Council of Europe acknowledged the Via Francigena as a
“European Culture Route”. Many of the municipalities of Lunigiana are members of the European
Association of Vie Francigene, which can be considered an international networks that bring
together of rural villages and towns along the ancient Francigena route and that aims at valorise
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this important historic‐cultural resource. Furthermore, LAG Sviluppo Lunigiana Leader is partner of
he “European Pilgrimage Routes” project, which was devised and organised as part of the trans‐
national LEADER + partnership, it aims to develop a strategy of action for an integrated tourism
valorisation of the areas crossed by Europe’s most important cultural itineraries, as the Via
Francigena pilgrimage route. Lunigiana is then a node of two major cultural‐tourist European
networks that interlinks localities for the collective valorisation of local resources.
A crucial dimension of endogeneity is the socio cultural component of “sense of place”. The people of
Lunigiana perceived their territory as an independent region. As the historian Caciagli describes,
when people move from Lunigiana to the coast or to other place in Tuscany the say “I go to
Tuscany” (Caciagli, 1992). The strong identity has both positively and negatively influenced the
economic development trajectories of Lunigiana: on one hand the social and economic
revitalisation of the territory unfolds on the valorisation of the local product and has been possible
thanks to the strong local identity but, on the other hand, given the fact that mountain areas are
involuntarily object of isolation, the shift to ‘localism’ constricts the economic development of the
area impeding synergies between economic actors and between economic and social actors and
local institutions. As it has been stressed during the ETUDE second regional workshop, Lunigiana is
still a territory of many isolated castles and tower‐bells. From the institutional point of view the
strong identity is translated into “municipalism” which determines frictions within the
relationships among local institutions. For instance, the process of application for the Rural District
of Lunigiana has been tremendously slowed down by the conflict on the borders of the district
between the Province of Massa‐Carrara and the Comunità Montana della Lunigiana. On one side the
Comunità Montana wanted to limit the borders of the district to the territory of the 14 Municipality,
on the other side the Province referring to the “historical Lunigiana” wanted to include the rural
area of three communes of the coast zone.
¾ Social capital
Isolation is, in general, the main characteristic of high hill and mountain areas, furthermore
abandonment, solitude, ageing and marginality has been, for a very long time, the feelings of people
of Lunigiana (Proietti,2002) especially for elder and young people and for those living in the most
remote areas. These feelings originate mainly from the rarefaction of social relations that are
determined by the distances, the lack of public services and the lack of infrastructure that
characterise rural areas. Even if associationism is highly diffused in Lunigiana, a lack of social
capital is still a issue. In fact, “social capital is defined as the capacity to get things done collectively,”
or more specifically, an “ability of individuals, groups, organisations and institutions to engage in
networks, to cooperate, employ and use social relations for common purpose and benefit”
(Tisenkopfs et al. 2008; p. 87) and, as we have already mentioned, a lack of collective agency is one
of the most relevant weakness of the territory.
The process of valorisation of local resources through network building has strengthen the social
capital of the territory. Networks have strengthen the ability to get things done collectively. They
have strengthen the relationships between farms, between producers and institutions, between
farmers and consumers and between farms and local communities. A clear example of the positive
relation between valorisation of local products and social capital is the local agro‐food festival
taking place all year long and everywhere in Lunigiana. The “Festival of the Bigliolo bean”, the
“Festival of the Lamb of Zeri” etc., are organised by the Consortia together with cultural, social
voluntary organisation and with people of the villages who collaborate to the organisation and the
realisation of the festival.
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If network building has produced social capital, conversely the lack of social capital has reduced the
ability of network engagement and it also limits the network expansion.
Taking into account Lunigina as a whole, we can argue that the limits on coordination and
alignment of different networks is determined by ‘localism’ and ‘municipalism’, deriving from a
strong ‘sense of place’ but also by a lack of social capital.
Isolation and social capital should be understood also in terms of the degree of integration with the
surrounding territories. The ‘localism’ that characterises Lunigiana impede a full integration with
the other surrounding territories, especially with the communes of the coast zone of Massa, Carrara
and La Spezia or with the other adjacent mountain territories of other province as the territory of
Garfagnana (that belongs to the Province of Lucca, in Tuscany) or the mountain territory of the
Province of Parma and Reggio‐Emilia (that belong to the Emilia‐Romagna Region). The recent
valorisation of local products has improved the ‘ability to get things done collectively’ in terms of
integration between Lunigiana and surrounding territories.
The most important initiatives are first of all the Wine Route: “Strada del Vino Colli di Candia e
Lunigiana” that interlink within a single itinerary the producers of the wine “Val di Magra” and the
wine “Colli di Luni” DOC that are produced in the territory of Lunigiana and the wine “Candia di
Colli Apuani” that is produced in the territory of the three communes of the coast area. Another
initiative is the Breads Route: “Via dei pani delle Apuane” that bring together bread producers of
very typical bread of the coast zone of the Province of Massa‐Carrara, of Lunigiana, of the coast zone
of the Province of Lucca and of Garfagnana. Another interesting example is the initiative “Triangolo
del Gusto”/“The triangle of the taste” a interregional enogastronomic fair of the typical products of
the three adjacent provinces of Massa‐Carrara, La Spezia and Parma.
¾ New institutional frameworks
New institutional arrangements
- Consortiums: The valorisation of local agri‐food products (and of the other local resources)
started with the construction of informal networks linking the producers. These networks have
evolved from informal interactions among producers to formal structures as the Associations of
preservation and valorisation of the local products and the private Consortiums. These new
institutional arrangements44 have strengthen the coordination and cooperation45 of the
producers and their links with consumers, retailers, restaurant and, with local communities
- The Wine Route of the Hills of Candia and Lunigiana and the Bread Route of the Apuane Alps: The
importance of the two routes goes beyond the impact on the coordination and cooperation
among the producers, they are significant instrument of territorial integration. The wine route
involves also the producers of Candia, the rural area of the coast zone and the bread route aims
at integrating the mountain areas of Lunigiana and Garfagnana (the mountain area of the
Province of Lucca).
- The local LEADER Agency “Sviluppo Lunigiana” represents another important new institutional
arrangements. The LAG strengthen the capacity of local actors at planning, decision making and
delivering.
New institutional framework:
44 “In a more generic perspective institutions can be understood as structures and mechanisms of social order and
cooperation governing the behaviour of two or more individuals. An institution most commonly is understood as a set
of regulations, laws, norms or traditions which are shaped through human interactions and which often are manifested
in an organisational structure”, in WP2 ‘Institutional frameworks’. ETUDE Project
45 “As for rural development processes institutions can be seen as having the task to solve coordination problems and to
support cooperation”, in WP2 ‘Institutional frameworks’. ETUDE Project
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framework46

- Devolution: A new institutional
is represented by the reform of the Italian state in
the direction of federalism. Such reform has influenced the regional rural governance
reinforcing the regional power (see Structural characteristics of the area – f) institutional
capital).
- Rural District: The Italian Agricultural Act (Legge di orientamento) (decree 228 of April 2001,
the 6th) has introduced the ‘rural district’. In coherence with the reform of the constitution
which has devolved power to the regions on agriculture the national law give to regional
government the possibility establish the ‘rural districts’ which are defined as ‘local production
systems characterised by an homogeneous historical and territorial identity due to the
integration among agriculture and other local activities and to the production of very specific
goods or services, coherent with natural and territorial traditions and vocations’. In 2004 the
Region of Tuscany issued its regulation on the matter of rural district — R.L. 21/2004
“Regulation of the rural district”. The regional law presents the rural district as and particularly
as new form of local rural governance. According to the regional law, the rural district is a local
multistakeholders partnership (local authorities, private sector, organizations of farmers,
Chambers of Commerce, Trade Unions etc.) of a sub‐regional territory belonging to the Region
of Tuscany. This partnership aims at ‘steering’ local society creating a political arena where
establish a common strategic development agenda. According to the regional law the activities
of the rural district are the following:
- promoting and strengthening the dialogue among the different subjects of the local
productive system to foster the operational integration among them;
- promoting, sustaining and coordinating innovation initiatives and marketing actions;
- promoting studies and research activities direct to monitor the problems of the territory
concerning the economic, social, cultural, environmental aspects;
- promoting occasions (conferences, workshops ectc.) of collective reflection and discussion
with the involvement of all the territorial actors;
- pursuing the improvement of territorial, environmental and landscape quality of the rural
space by the coordination of the different development and planning policies (through an
endogenous and participative approach) and by promoting agricultural activities compatible
with the biodiversity preservation;
- favouring the collective elaboration of documents on economic planning, territorial planning
and agri‐environmental planning;
Starting from the 2005 the Province of Massa‐Carrara and the Comunità Montana of Lunigiana
are involved in the application process for the recogniction of the Rural District of Lunigiana.
Instead of reinforcing the coordination capacity of the different local actors the new
institutional arrangement has highlighted one of the weaknesses of the territory that is
‘municipalism’. The frictions among Municipalities, the Province and the Comunità Montana
have tremendously slow down the application process.
¾ Governance of markets
Market Governance is understood as the institutional capacity to control and strengthen markets
and to construct new markets. The association for the valorisation of typical products (formed by
local producers) or the Consortiums (which, in many cases, deal with the commercialisation of the
product and not only with the protection and valorisation of local products) have foster the
governance of the markets through:
- the creation of productionconsumption short chains;
- the creation of new markets:
46 “Institutional frameworks provide the supporting structure for regulating institutions”, in WP2 ‘Institutional
frameworks’. ETUDE Project
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-

-

o for typical agrofood products (e.g. the experience of the Bean of Bigliolo. In the past there was
no local market of the bean, it was grown by the people of Bigliolo only for self‐consumption.
After more then ten years of valorisation of the product by the Consortium of producers it was
created a new local market. At the present time the Consortium sell the beans to restaurant
and to local product selling shops. The production at the beginning of the eighties was about 5
quintal, now it is 35 quintal and in the last three years the price has risen from 6 euros per kilo
to 15 euros per kilo. The producers sell the bean only dried, so they can control the market.
There is a strong interrelation between producers and local community and the economic
activity is strictly connected with social solidarity. The profits of the Bean Festival that holds
every year in Bigliolo are spent for social purposes, for instance the Bean Festival was born to
make money for the conversion of an abandoned school);
o for rural tourism. Lunigiana has never been a rural tourist area. The integrated valorisation of
local resources (environment, landscape, culture, historic patrimony etc…) has risen the
tourist attractiveness of the area. For instance in the last few years the number of agritourism
is tremendously grown and a new rural market related B&B has been created. Furthermore it
was created a new holiday real estate market.
the positioning of the typical products within ‘niche market’ (e.g. the experience of the Lamb of
Zeri. The lamb of Zeri has always had a local market, but with the Consortium a further step has
been done. The Consortium has promoted many initiatives of valorisation and now the lamb of
Zeri is a Slow Food presidium. This process has positioned the lamb of Zeri within national
niche markets)
and exceptionally the positioning of the typical products within the big retailer like supermarket
(e.g. the PDO and organic Honey of Lunigiana. In Lungiana there are three honey producers
organisation. The Association of PDO honey producers of Lunigiana (APL) and “Toscana Miele”
(Tuscany Association of honey producers) which are member of the Consortium of the
Lunigiana PDO Honey (differently for other Consotriums of Lunigiana it does not directly
commercialised the products on behalf of the producers). The Association of PDO honey
producers of Lunigiana deals with the valorisation of the product within the Lunigiana territory
and the coast zones. It helps the producer for the selling honey to specialised typical product
selling shop. “Toscana miele” whose members are not only PDO honey producers but also non‐
PDO producer deal with the commercial relationships between producers and the big retailers
like supermarket).
¾ Sustainability

Sustainability is defined as a territorially‐based development that redefines nature by re‐
emphasizing food production and agro‐ecology and that re‐asserts the socio‐environmental role of
agriculture as a major agent in sustaining rural economies and cultures. The emerging endogenous
development in Lunigiana based on the valorisation of local resources, has impacted positively on
the economy of the territory and also on each of the other domains of sustainability: environment,
culture and society.
Ecologically, the valorisation of local products has preserved the local biodiversity. For instance the
valorisation of the Lamb of Zeri has preserved a breed under threat of extinction. In the case of the
bean of Bigliolo it has been identified the seed of the local been after a long time project of seed
selection promoted by the Consortium with the scientific collaboration of the University of Pisa.
Furthermore, Coldiretty (one of the farmers Orgnanisation) launched, with the collaboration of the
restaurant 'Il Vecchio Tino', the initiative “Zero food miles menu”. Another project promoted by
the Comunità Montana aims at reconstruct the bread chain reintroducing the typical Lunigiana
wheat. Furthermore this process has boosted the organic farming as in the case of the PDO organic
Honey of Lunigiana. Finally, as it has been stressed during both the first and the second ETUDE
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regional workshop, since the forest surface is 68% of the soil of the Lunigiana territory the forest
has been valorised in term of biomasses and ecologically friendly tourism.
Furthermore, during the ETUDE first regional workshop it has been argued that “environment” and
“quality of the environment” are competitive factors and, at the same, it strongly influences the
“quality of life”. This means: first, that local actors are conscious that the quality of environment of
Lunigiana is a important economic and social resource. In fact, during the ETUDE second regional
workshop the quality of environment has been identified as the primary local resource (together
with the typical agro‐food products and the cultural, historic and artistic patrimony). But it also
signifies a conceptualisation of development that goes beyond the economic growth. Certainly this
depends on the diffused rhetoric of the sustainable development that has characterised the debate
during the last years, but it reveals also a ethical interpretation of development from local actors. In
fact, “ethic” is widespread adopted by the participant of the ETUDE second regional workshop
discussing the concept of competitiveness and the relevance of “ethic” has been stressed many
times during the discussion on novelty.
Culturally, many projects has been developed for the valorisation of the historical patrimony of the
territory. One of the most relevant problem in Lunigiana is the abandonment of the ancient village.
The project “Borghi Vivi”, for instance, aims at renovating ancient villages or ancient buildings
transforming its into tourist residence or into what is called ‘diffused hotel’, for a sustainable
tourism.
Socially, the valorisation of local products has driven to the construction of networks that have
strengthen the social capital of the territory, furthermore the rural transition of Lunigiana is
gradually changing the people (both residents and people from outside) perception of the territory.
If in the past due to the Modernisation cultural paradigm Lunigiana was perceived as a marginal
area, in the last fifteen years the perception is slowly and gradually changed and now Lunigiana is
becoming a recreation and tourist area.
An interesting local initiative that encompasses the narrow traditional concept of sustainability as
environment preservation is the Ecomuseum of the Lunigiana Mountain47.
Ecomuseum of the Lunigiana Mountain is organised into 9 thematic itineraries: water, prehistory,
medieval art, chestnuts, stone, the economy and industrial archaeology, the agricultural landscape
and the memory of Nazi Fascist massacres and, finally, Fivizzano noble town. The Ecomuseum of
the Lunigiana Mountain is then, not a bounded protected area but rather a socially constructed
hybrid network, the whole of interrelations, interactions and exchanges traced to interlink the
different components of the museum to the aim of valorising the different capitals constituting the
territorial capital of Lunigiana. Even if the Ecomuseum it represents an important initiative to
promote integration between rurality, historical heritage, environment towards a sustainable rural
tourism the local actors ‐ who participated at the two ETUDE regional workshops ‐ have not
mentioned such initiative as relevant for the development of the area.
¾ Novelty production
Novelties are defined as new insights, practices, artefacts, and/or combinations that carry the
promise that specific constellations (a process of production, a network, the integration of two
different activities, etc) might function better. Following this definition of novelty we can argue that
new organisational arrangement represents novelties. New farming practices like direct selling and
transformation of the products inside the farm are novelties.
The Consortiums and the Associations built for the valorisation of local productions are novelties.
The wine route and the bread route are novelties as well. The new practice introduce in Bigliolo of
growing the beans on reeds instead of the traditional tree branches is a novelty. The introduction of
African wax48 for the production of the PDO and organic honey of Lunigiana is a novelty. Anyway
we can argue that novelties has been an important –even if not fundamental ‐ dimension of the
47
48

L’Ecomuseo della Montagna Lunigianese
The African wax is more tender as respect the European wax and that allows the bees to produce more honey
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valorisation of local products and indeed of the new endogenous development trajectory. At the
same time the valorisation of the local products has produced novelties. For instance the
Consortium of the Lamb of Zeri has introduced a very successful novelty: the handcraft processing
of the wool of the Zerasca’s breed. This is a novelty, because the sheep of Zeri is traditionally not a
sheep for wool production but for meat production. The artefacts produced by the transformation
of wool reproduce has had a great success. The process of valorisation of the zerasca breed has
produced a novelty that, in turn, has favoured the valorisation of the breed.
To summarise we can argued that the most relevant novelties for the territorial development of
Lunigiana are two: the first is the re‐discovery of the local resources and particularly the typical
agro‐food products, such as the Zerasca breed, the onion of Treschietto, the bean of Bigliolo or the
chestnut flour bread “Marocca di Casola” the bread consumed during the second world war and
abandoned in the following period because considered the “bread of poor”. Thanks to the initiative
of a young baker of Casola and with the support of SlowFood and the local institutions this typical
product has been saved from the oblivion.
The re‐discovery of typical agro‐food products is a specific part of a broad re‐discovery and
valorisation of the “local contextual knowledge”. During the ETUDE second regional workshop the
participants have explored the concept of innovation starting from a very unusual common point of
view, where endogeneity and continuity prevails against exogeneity and discontinuity.
Within the current socio‐technical regimes (Wiskerke, Van der Ploeg, 2004) and according to the
dominant discourse, innovation is understood as scientific and codified knowledge, an external
injection of technology that produce a discontinuity in the traditional local longstanding practices,
that often are understood as inefficient in terms of productivity. In fact, innovation is usually
related to the mechanization, to the introduction of new technologies able to boost the productive
capacity. Innovation is something that comes from outside the territory, that is beyond the power
and control of local actors.
On the contrary, the participants have described the concept of innovation from a completely
different point of view. According to them, innovation is: “knowledge of the territory, of the local
culture, of the local history and of the typicalities”, it is “networking to recover local/contextual
knowledge and traditions”. Furthermore, innovation is: “innovating to promote tradition” or “the re
invention of typicality as new idea, new environment and new product”, or “the capacity of revitalizing
traditions” and, finally, it is “creativity, to be understood as the capacity of introducing novelties link
to the context […] innovation is not to copy from the others but to interpret, to transform and to
preserve a patrimony that already exist in the territory”. Innovation is, then, conceptualised in terms
of endogeneity and continuity, as novelty to be understood in opposition of innovation (Wiskerke,
Van der Ploeg, 2004). Even if it has been stressed the importance of university and research centres
at the same time it has been underlined that it is necessary a local ‘structure’ able to mediate the
relationship between university and territory.
The second most important novelty is the “collective action” consolidated into new institutional
arrangements. Starting from the limits of Lunigina’s productive system, the participants have
identify “aggregation” as fundamental novelty: “in a reality as Lunigiana, which is made of small and
micro enterprises, where the biggest enterprise of the territory is the Local Sanitary Authority and
where there are no enterprises able to face the market, the capacity of aggregation is crucial […]”.
Thence, it is necessary to understand “if is correct to continue financing the single farms to help them
to organize their own processing centres or if is necessary to dialogue with the farmers to understand
if exist margins to create collective structures that go beyond the single farms, as in Bigliolo where
they have create a common sacking centre. Is not the single farm that sacks but the associations that is
behind. With the onion of Treschietto they are going in the same direction. This is novelty, it is a policy
that encourages the aggregation, that is able to collect all the small puzzlepieces that compose the
Lunigiana in order to go beyond the structural limits”. Providing examples of innovative initiatives in
Lunigiana, the participants have mentioned the wine route and the bread route, stressing the
importance of networking and aggregation as factors of innovation.
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3.2. The Web configuration: Story and dynamics

Lunigiana is a marginal rural area in transition. During the last two decades, it is moving from a
marginalising path derived from the missed alignment to the Modernisation paradigm to a new
trajectory of development favoured by the economic and social reorientation towards the
endogenous rural development pattern. The new pattern of development is based on the
valorisation of local resources and specially on the valorisation of local agro‐food products. The
construction of hybrid networks has been the process through which Lunigiana has mobilised,
redefined, reconfigured and reorganised its local resources (territorial capital). These networks
bridge together producers, consumers, farmers organisations, consortiums, local communities,
local governments, but also the regional government and the regional agency ARSIA (Regional
Agency for Agricultural Innovation), food organisation like Slow Food, the universities, other
municipalities in Italy and furthermore international actors.
With the term ‘hybrid network’ we would like to stress the need of treating “humans and non‐
humans in the countryside in a symmetrical fashion” (Murdoch, 2003, p. 265), for two reasons: first,
a sustainable rural development trajectory infers a balanced co‐production of rural space between
humans and the living nature. Second, non‐human actors are equivalent to human player within the
construction of the rural networks. For instance mountains are the dominant actors/actants
(Latour, 2005) of every networks meeting in Lunigiana, they have determined and they determine
the structure of the local economy, for instance the structure of Lunigiana’s farms and of the social
relations. Furthermore, the power of the non‐human actors in the networking translation process is
quite evident if we look at the network of the lamb of Zeri where, for instance, the human attempt
(during the modernization paradigm period) to increase the production of milk by crossing the
Zerasca breed with other breeds have failed (they have caused mastitis). Finally, the territory of
the municipality of Zeri is a transit territory of the Apennine wolf: the shepherds attempt to
safeguard the Zerasca breed (which is a breed under threat of extinction) conflicts with the wolves
appetite.
The networks for the valorisation of local agro‐food productions are not the only ones, other
networks linked to the valorisation of the local identity (e.g. the network built starting from the
project “Identità Immutate” / “Unchanged identities” – which aims at building a network of small
Italian areas which are strongly anchored to their historical, cultural and handcraft traditions but
they have problems of visibility) or to the valorisation of the environment (e.g. the Ecomuseum of
Lunigiana mountain) or to the valorisation historic‐artistic resources (e.g. the network of the
project “Borghi Vivi”/ “Living villages” or the network of the “Circuito dei castelli”/”Circuit of the
casltes”) now can be founded in Lunigiana. What makes local agro‐food networks so relevant for
Lunigiana is their impact on the symbolic capital of the territory and all the other networks are
directly or indirectly interlinked with them.
Indeed, the valorisation of the agro‐food products should not be understood in ‘productive’ terms,
rather in terms of attraction capacity. As we have already mentioned, the structure of Lunigiana’s
farms do not allowed to think Lunigiana as a space of agricultural production. It is more complex
space where different kind of networks meet (Marsden et al, 1993).
These different networks can reinforce one another to its success through or they can be
conflicting, moving to different directions to its disadvantage. The trajectory of development is then
determined by the territorial capacity to create coherence within and between these different
networks. The main limit of Lunigiana is ‘network governance’:
‐ the internal governance of some of the networks meeting in Luniginana;
‐ and the governance as the coordination and alignment of differing networks now to be found in
the territory.
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Lunigiana is a dense web of interrelations, interactions and exchanges, it is an assemblage of
different networks meeting in the territory. The case study of Lunigiana shows us that it is not just
the density of the web that positively affects the endogenous development of a local rural space.
The power relations inside networks and the power relations that influence the process through
which differing networks are aligned are determinant as well. To extremely simplify the concept we
can argued that local rural space can be described as:
- a space/web of prescription: there are those where translations (that is the process through
which different actors are brought together within an hybrid network) and the process of
alignment of different networks are perfectly accomplished: the different networks and actors
are effectively aligned and the web is stabilised; despite the heterogeneous quality of different
networks and actors these networks and actors are aligned and work in unison. As the web
settles into place so the links and relations become standardised ‐ ‘heavy with norms’ socially
constructed and shared.
- or a space/web of negotiation: there are webs where the links between actors and networks
are provisional and divergent, where norms are hard to establish and standards are frequently
compromised. Here the various components of the web continually re‐negotiate with one
another, form variable and revisable coalitions, and assume ever‐changing shapes (Murdoch,
1998).
Lunigiana is characterised by a lack of coordination, and particularly by a lack of a “structured
coherence” (Brunori Rossi, 2007; Goodwin and Painter; 1992; ETUDE literature review: “The rural
web”) able to align differing networks in ways that strengthens the development capacities but at
the same time maintains the distinguishing characteristic of the territory (Murdoch, 2006).

3.2.1. Initiator, lubricant and outcome

The web is a cyclic process rather than a linear one, therefore it can be better shown in the form a
circular relationships framework rather than a hierarchical structure. However it is possible to
identify a pattern of domain interrelations that collectively represent a rural “web” in terms of
initiator, lubricant and outcome.
Lunigiana rural transition moves along a sustainable endogenous rural development path.
Endogeneity is the initiator – the core of the “web” around which the intricate interactions of the
domains unfold – and it is also the outcome. The valorisation of the local resources has triggered a
new economic trajectory (endogeneity as initiator) that has been reinforced by the interrelation
among the other domains, determining the reinforcement of the local control (new institutional
framework and governance of the market) and the local reinvestment of produced wealth and the
further valorisation of local products (endogeneity as outcome). This endogenous rural
development process is sustainable: it has brought to the preservation and valorisation of the
environmental capital, the rediscovery of cultural capital (especially the local identity and the
historic and artistic patrimony), the reinforcement of the social capital, a new economic vibrancy.
Thence sustainability is an outcome.
The new institutional frameworks (especially the new institutional arrangements) is the
lubricant: it has cemented the positive interrelations between endogeneity and market
governance. Furthermore the new institutional arrangements has enhanced the social capital.
Finally, the new institutional framework in general (e.g. the devolution) has open a new space of
action to local institutions reinforcing local power.
The novelty is strictly connected with new institutional arrangements, the primary novelty is the
shift from the individual action to the collectively action institutionalised into the consortium and
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other collective initiatives. The market governance it is a lubricant, it enhances and cements the
positive interrelation between new institutional arrangements and endogeneity. Social capital has
a negative impact on the other dimensions, but in the endogenous development path, the new
institutional arrangements in particular has risen the social capital (figure 11).

Figure 11 Lunigiana’s rural web configuration
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3.2.2. How different domains impact on each others
The rural transition of Lunigiana unfolds on the valorisation of local productions through network
building. The different hybrid networks that bridge together local, regional, national and
international actors (human and non‐human) have strengthened the horizontal and vertical
relationships between farmers, public institutions and local communities increasing the social
capital. Vice versa, the lack of social capital, that characterises Lunigiana society, has reduced the
ability of network engagement and particularly, the lack of social capital has negatively impacted on
the coordination and alignment of different networks meeting in Lunigiana. Furthermore the lack of
social capital negatively affected the local governance as the case of the rural district.
These networks have evolved from informal interactions to formal structures (as the Associations
or Consortiums or the wine routes etc.) creating new institutional arrangements. The new
institutional arrangements has strengthened the social capital and particularly has influenced the
governance of the markets. For instance the consortium has solve the problems of the farmers
related to the scarce quantity of production and of inadequate commercialisation capabilities.
These new institutional arrangements have had direct positive effects on the valorisation of the
local products itself. The new institutional framework represented by the devolution process has
empowered local planning and decision making.
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Novelties has improved the valorisation of the local products and the valorisation of local products
has produced novelties.
Finally the valorisation of local resources has had a positive effects not only economically but on
sustainability in general:
- Ecologically: preserving biodiversity,
- Culturally: renovating the historical architectural patrimony,
- Socially: revitalising a territory perceived by the people as marginal area.
The regional development is driven by endogeneity which is the dimension with the major impact,
followed by the new institutional framework (particularly the new institutional arrangements) and
the governance of market. The novelty has a minor impact on the development of the region, while
the social capital has a negative impact. The endogeneity is strongly influenced and interrelated
with the new institutional frameworks and with market governance. Novelty is highly interrelated
with the new institutional arrangements so that tends to coincide.
The social capital have a negative impact on all the other dimensions but the endogeneity and the
new institutional framework have positive impact on the social capital and they have risen the
social capital of the area. Even if “localism”, “munipalism” and a lack of coordination are the main
weaknesses of the area the growth of the social capital (determined by the positive impact of
endogeneity and new institutional arrangements) reinforces the process of aggregation (figure
12).
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Figure 12 Actual configuration of the web
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3.2.3. The Web in action: the initiatives coming from and strengthening the web
The following table summarizes the most representative iniziative/networks coming from and
strengthening the web.
Title of initiative
1. Lamb of Zeri

1.
2.
3.

2. Bean of Bigliolo

3. PDO
Honey
Lunigiana

of

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4. Wine Route: “Strada
del Vino Colli di
Candia e Lunigiana”

5. Breads Route: “Via
dei
pani
delle
Apuane”

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Actors involved
Farmers,
Consortium
Municipalities :Zeri, Mulazzo, Pontremoli,
Filattiera and Bagnone,
Comunità Montana della Lunigiana,
Province of Massa‐Carrara
Tuscany Region
ARSIA
Slow Food
Slaughterhouse
Local Sanitary Authority
Universities
local community
Coldiretti, CIA (farmers organisations)
APA (shepherd organisation)
part‐time farmers,
Consortium
Municipalityof Aulla
Comunità Montana della Lunigiana,
Province of Massa‐Carrara
Tuscany Region
ARSIA
Universities
local community
Part‐time beekeepers
Social Cooperative “Il Pungiglione”
Religious (global) community Giovanni
XXIII
Consortium,
The Association of PDO honey producers of
Lunigiana (APL)
“Toscana Miele” (Tuscany Association of
honey producers)
All the 14 municipalities of Lunigiana
Comunità Montana della Lunigiana,
Province of Massa‐Carrara
Tuscany Region
ARSIA
Universities
wine producers/farmers
Wine Route organisation
Coldiretti, CIA (farmers organisations)
Chamber of Commerce of Massa‐Carrara
All the 17 municipalities of the Province
Comunità Montana della Lunigiana,
Province of Massa‐Carrara
Tuscany Region
ARSIA
Universities
Regional Park of Apuane Alps
farmers
bakery
Municipalities:
Casola
in
Lunigiana,
Fivizzano, Montignoso
Comunità Montana della Lunigiana,

Short description
The hybrid network that has been built
for the valorisation of the Lamb of Zeri

The hybrid network that has been built
for the valorisation of the Bean of Bigliolo

The hybrid network that has been built
for the valorisation of the PDO Honey of
Lunigiana

A wine route is “a sign‐posted itinerary,
through a well defined area whose aim is
the ‘discovery’ of the wine products in the
region and the activities associated with
it.

The object of the initiative is to conduct a
census and to organise the producers to
the aim of re‐building the traditional local
bread chain
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6. EU LEADER

7. Rural District

8. “Borghi Vivi”

6. Province of Massa‐Carrara
7. Province of Lucca
8. Comunità Montana della Garfagnana,
Comunità Montana dell'Alta Versilia,
Comunità Montana della Media Valle del
Serchio,
9. Chamber of Commerce of Massa‐Carrara
10. Chamber of Commerce of Lucca
11. Slow Food
1. LAG Sviluppo Lunigiana

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Chamber of Commerce of Massa‐Carrara
LAG Sviluppo Lunigiana
Local Agenda 21
All the 14 municipalities of Lunigiana
Comunità Montana della Lunigiana,
Province of Massa‐Carrara
Coldiretti, CIA (farmers organisations)
Association of handcraft
Sviluppo Italia Toscana (Regional Agency
for economic development)
municipalities: Aulla, Bagnone, Villafranca
in Lunigiana, Fivizzano, Zeri, Licciana Nardi
Comunità Montana della Lunigiana,
Province of Massa‐Carrara
Tuscany Region
Village d’Europe

Leader programme is designed to help
rural actors consider the long‐term
potential of their local region.
Encouraging the implementation of
integrated, high‐quality and original
strategies for sustainable development, it
has a strong focus on partnership and
networks of exchange of experience.
The rural district is a local
multistakeholders partnership (local
authorities, private sector, organizations
of farmers, Chambers of Commerce,
Trade Unions etc.) that aims at ‘steering’
local society creating a political arena
where establish a common strategic
development agenda.
Aims at renovating ancient villages,
ancient buildings Museum, to develop,
tourist itineraries and particularly at
renovating at transforming ancient
villages and buildings into tourist
residence or into what is called ‘diffused
hotel’, for a sustainable tourism.

3.2.4. Table representing the relevance of initiatives/networks each domain of the rural web
As already mentioned introducing the methodology of the ETUDE project, The initiatives/networks
were collected in analysis matrices which indicated the major actors and the impact such
initiatives/networks have on the different dimensions of the rural web and on the competitiveness
and quality of living in the area. The information collected in the matrices was then used to create
schematic diagrams, (the following table) showing the relationships among the various dimensions
and how these relationships are the result of the impact of the initiatives/networks on the
dimensions.
DIMENSIONS

Initiatives/Networks
1

2

3

4

Governance of markets

+++++

++++

+++++

++++

New Institutional
arrangements

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++++

New institutional
frameworks

5

6

7

8

+
+++++

+++++

++
+++++

Sustainability

+++++

+++++

++++

++

++

Endogeneity

+++++

+++++

++++

+++++

++++

Novelties

+++++

+++++

+++++

+++

++++

Social capital

+++++

+++++

+++++

++++

+

+++++
+++++

+++

+++
+++

+

+++

+
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3.3. The web and the transition of the area
3.3.1. Impact of the web on reshaping the urbanrural relationships
The significance of the endogenous development pattern lies in its potential to re‐buckle and
redefine Lungiana’s relationship with the adjacent urban centres. The re‐shaping of the rural‐urban
relationships driven by the unfolding of the “web” goes into two directions: on one hand, under the
ashes of the “marginal area” image, the initiatives of valorisation of local resources have
reconverted the weaknesses into strengthens and a new image of the territory is emerging:
Lunigiana as a recreational and tourist area for the urban centre. Even though Lunigiana is
becoming more attractive for urban people it is still perceived as peripheral, then it is not
considered a residential area. No building pressure coming from urban demand have threatening
Lunigiana and this is undoubtedly positive its sustainability, but Lunigiana is still undergoing
outmigration, especially in the remotest area, thence a new residential demand it should be
considered positively. On the other hand trough “short food chains” initiatives the coast could
become a new market for the organic and typical Lunigiana’s agro‐food products.
The new institutional arrangements that aims at creating synergies between actors and territories
as the Wine Route or the Bread Route have the most relevant impact on the new process of
reconfiguration of the rural‐urban relationships, on the contrary the ‘localism’ and ‘municipalism’
have a negative impact, as well as a lack of social capital. In the framework of the renovated interest
for the relationship between man and nature of the post‐Fordist era, the sustainability and
specifically the environmental dimension of sustainability has a very strong influence in the
growing interest of urban people for Lunigiana. Innovations as ICT, more than novelties, could play
an important role for the integration of rural and urban are but Lunigiana (as the big majority of the
mountain areas) suffers the so called “digital divided”, furthermore also the urban areas of the
coast suffer delays in new technologies of information and communication. Devolution and the new
regional law on planning/policy making have strengthen the local “institutional thickness”
reinforcing the relationships between the local institutions of the urban areas and the local
institutions of Lunigiana, but the closeness of local intuitions of Lunigiana ‐ demonstrated, for
instance, in the occasion of the Rural District whose borders exclude the rural areas of the three
Municipalites located on the coast area ‐ shows their orientation to maintain the political
hegemony and control over the territory rather than develop structural relationship with the urban
areas.
3.3.2. Impact of the web on competitiveness and quality of life
The impact of the web on Lunigiana’s competitiveness and quality of life is summarised in the
following figure 13. The following sections will specifically deal with: the impact of the web on
competitiveness and the impact of the web on quality of life.
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Figure 13 The impact of the web on the competitiveness and quality of life
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3.3.3. Impact of the web on competitiveness
Local actors’ perception of competitiveness
As it comes out from the second ETUDE regional workshop, competitiveness is not a concept that
summarize unvaried practices valid in every different spaces. According to the participants, the
conceptualization of competitiveness and its translation into practices depend on the
characteristics of the territory, the competitive factors differ according to the specificity of rural
areas. As it has been claimed: “Exist different typologies of rural territories, in fact the UE has given
different definitions of rurality. In a territory like Lunigiana competitiveness pass through the
characterization of the territory that means quality of products, quality of hospitality. The
characterization means the added value given to a certain territory for which the territory become
interesting at 360° and this explains a higher price of the products or of hospitality. Competitiveness,
then, depends on how the concept of development is understood by local government. If I want to
compete with China or with other countries where the ‘rural agriculture’ is marginal because the
‘industrial agriculture’ is dominant and where the prices are low, well, in that case it is clear that I
cannot be competitive”.
The stakeholders consider agriculture as the economic driving force of Lunigiana. Talking about the
meaning of competitiveness and about what competitiveness means for Lunigiana, they have
immediately referred to local agro‐food products, whose valorisation is considered as the primary
sphere of actions. Even if agriculture is considered relevant for the local economy, the territory
should not be considered an agricultural space oriented to production, according to local actors
Lunigiana is not a territory where ‘industrial agriculture’ is dominant, but rather a territory
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characterised by a ‘rural agriculture’, where agriculture is considered a pillar of an integrated rural
economic system. According to the participants the agro‐food productions of Lunigiana are ‘niche
productions’, thence the most relevant dimension of competitiveness is not ‘low price’ but rather
the ‘high quality’ of the products. In fact, “quality” is the word adopted the most by local actors to
describe competitiveness. However, during the first workshop (and also during the second
workshop) it has been stressed that the lack of production capacity is still affecting the
competitiveness of the area. Starting from these considerations on the limits of the productive
structure of Lunigiana’s agriculture the participant have identified another crucial competitive
factor: the “capacity of aggregation”. The fact that the participants have mentioned aggregation
does not mean that local actors and particularly local government do not paid attention on the issue
of the productive capacity of the single farms, what it is interesting is that the priority is given to
the aggregation, to the collective action rather than individualistic action. The solution to face the
problem of a lack of production it is identified primarily in the cooperation among farmers. Indeed,
a competitiveness factor is “capacity of creating synergies”.
When the participants talked about agriculture they have never adopted a sector perspective, on
the contrary they adopt a territorial approach as they always talk about rural territory. Agriculture
is the fundamental pillar of the local economy, but the characteristic of the Lunigiana’s agriculture
productive structure do not allow to think in productivist terms. The participants, conscious of
these characteristics, have a integrated approach to the economic development: “competitiveness
pass through the characterization of the territory that means quality of products, quality of
hospitality. The characterization means the added value given to a certain territory for which the
territory become interesting at 360° and that explain a higher price of the products or of hospitality”.
As it has been already argued, local products are understood as the pivot ‘attractors’, of a
sustainable local rural‐tourist system, as the other local resources: handcraft, cultural resources,
historical patrimony and above all environment which has been identify by the majority of
participants as a competitive factor. The competitiveness of Lunigiana as a whole is determined by:
the economic integration among different sectors and with the economies of the adjacent
territories, the territorial integration (among different areas and with the adjacent territories), the
institutional integrations (among Municipalities, Province and Comunità Montana) and social
integration.
The territorial approach is not only related to a shift from a sectorial agricultural vision of the
countryside to a multidimensional one but implies a shift from a narrow economic
conceptualisation of development to a broader vision that include the preservation and valorisation
of the environment.
The average of the score given by the participants to the competitiveness of Lunigiana (min: 1 –
max 5) is 2,5. Even if it represents a not very positive judgment, probably it is slightly
overestimated. As the Assessore of the Comunità Montana of Lunigiana has admitted the score “it is
also a political score given to ourselves”, thence, when we analyze the score it would be prudent to
round it down. Furthermore, if we consider that Lunigiana is a rural area in transition, it is possible
to confuse the reality with the potentialities. Lunigiana is rich of potentialities, it is reach of
resources “in potentia” but when it comes the time of translating the “potentia” into “actus” it comes
out that there is still a lot work to do. Even though many initiatives of coordination and integration
have been promoted during the last decade “coordination”, “aggregation”, “collective action2 etc…
that are considered the most important competitive factors are still lacking.
Farm competitiveness:
The rural transition in Lunigiana has showed that in high hill and mountain areas where agriculture
is based on small and micro farms, the farm (producing typical products) competitiveness is not
determined only by internal dynamics (quality labelling, direct selling and inside transformation)
but predominantly by the integration process: with the other farms of the territory, with local
public institutions and with local community. For instance, the integration of producers within
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consortiums (that for the majority of the cases commercialise the product on behalf of the
producers) has allowed in many cases to pass the self‐consumption perspective and has allowed to
create the minimal critical mass to face niche products market (e.g. the lamb of Zeri) and in one
case to face the big distribution (e.g. the PDO honey of Lunigiana). Furthermore, the
competitiveness of farm in producing typical products is determined by the valorisation of the
territorial capital. The economic value of typical products is not determined only by the
organoleptic characteristics of the product but also by the ‘symbolic values’ that embodies the
territorial capital. As a young woman shepherd of Zeri told us during an interview ‘consumer are
certainly interesting on the products but they are more interesting on the history that is behind the
product’.
Territorial competitiveness:
The structural characteristic of the farms do not allow to consider Lunigiana as a specialised
agricultural area oriented to production (‘space of production’), but it is rather a multifunctional
territory where agriculture is the pillar of an integrated rural economic system. Local products are
then «attractors» as all the other local resources (handcraft, natural resources, cultural resources,
historical patrimony etc..), but a lack of production capacity is anyway a weakness of the territory.
The competitive factors of Lunigiana as a whole should be identified as the following: the economic
integration among different sectors and with the economies of the adjacent territories, the
territorial integration (among different areas and with the adjacent territories), the institutional
integrations (among Municipalities, Province and Comunità Montana) and social integration. Even
if through the initiatives of valorisation of the local products both private and public actors are
trying to link Lunigiana with the adjoining territories, closeness is still a limit, especially of
institutional actors. Therefore the territorial competitiveness unfolds on the ‘web’. Local
governance (as the coordination ad alignment of different networks) is an indispensable factor of
the web building of Lunigiana but a lack of coordination is one of the weaknesses of the territory.
The impact of the web on the Lunigiana’s competitiveness
The domains ‘endogeneity’ and ‘new institutional framework (+ new institutional arrangements’)
influence mainly the regional competitiveness of Lunigiana (figure 14). The competitiveness of the
area is boosted by the valorisation of local resources. The new institutional arrangements as new
institutions promoting “collective action” (e.g. Consortiums, the Wine Route etc…) influence the
competitiveness at both the farm and the territory level via the ‘governance of the market’. New
institutional framework as the support of EU RD policy and the devolution process that has
reinforced the local planning with the EU RD policy have strongly impacted on the competitiveness
of the farms and of the rural territory. Natural resources, the landscape, the preserved local
tradition, cultural heritage and the artistic and historic patrimony (‘sustainability) are understood
as crucial for local attractiveness but a lack of services and of the coordination among the local
actors (for instance among local governments, the two National Parks and private actors) impede
the sustainable exploitation of the resources, as well the delay in terms of alternative bioenergies,
thence the impact of sustainability on the competitiveness of the area should be considered more as
“passive” in terms of capital endowment rather than in terms of activities promoting sustainability
(figure 14).
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Figure 14. The impact of the web on the Lunigiana’s competitiveness
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3.3.4. Impact of the web on quality of life
Local actors’ perception of quality of life
The local actors have a very precise and shared conceptualisation of the “quality of life”. The quality
of life is determined by four factor: “employment” above all and then “services”, “environment” and
“social relations”. In fact, during the first ETUDE regional workshop all the participants (except
three) have adopted “employment” to express the concept of quality of life. Another term largely
adopted has been “services”, to be understood as a “diffused public social system (health, education,
culture, etc.. and transport)”. Furthermore, according to the participants the quality of the
“environment” is crucial to determine the quality of life and finally the “social relations and
solidarity” to which it is strictly related “sense of belonging to the territory an to the local culture”.
All the participants, except two, have given a score from 3 up which means a positive perception of
the quality of Lunigiana by the relevant local stakeholders. Even if among the participants there is a
shared opinion about the score of the quality of life, the level of the quality of life in Lunigiana is still
an open question and require a further investigations. In fact, the score is understandable only if we
consider that the quality of environment is the most relevant factor, but the participants
understand employment as the key factor of quality of life. The unemployment rate of Lunigiana
(9,02%) is higher than the regional one (6,87%) and the participants themselves admit that the
youngsters leave Lunigiana because they don’t have “job opportunities”, thence how it is possible
that the average is higher than 3? Furthermore, does not Lunigiana suffers any lack of “services” or
infrastructures? Talking about social relations, is it not true that abandonment, solitude, and
marginality are the feelings of people of Lunigiana (Proietti,2002) especially for the elder, the
younger and the people who live in the remotest area of Lunigiana? As it has been claimed during
the regional workshop: “the quality of life it is not only eating a good food and breathing a fresh and
non polluted air, it should be also considered from other points of view as the employment and the
health services, and in these cases Lunigiana is not the vanguard” and furtnermore: “Bigliolo is only
10 km far from Aulla, but it takes 1 hour journey, the transport are shocking, is this the quality of
life?”.
The impact of the web on the Lunigiana’s quality of life
The rural “web” has enhanced the quality of life of Lunigiana (figure 15). The quality of
environment has always been the peculiar characteristic of Lunigiana and since the ‘90s it has been
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improved by the valorisation of local products which has, for instance contributed to the
preservation of the local biodiversity. Furthermore the rural development discourse has enhanced
the people consciousness of the significance of the environment protection and valorisation. The
different networks have improved the economic and social dynamism. They have developed many
horizontal contact linking producers, institutions and local community (social capital). Furthermore
the new tourist attractiveness of Lunigiana has driven to a renovate relationship betweenpeople
and their territory. Even if a feeling of “marginality” is still perceived by the people of Lunigiana,
especially by people living in the most remote areas, a new representation of the territory is
gradually taking place. Until the '90 Lunigiana has been characterised by an intense process of out‐
migration. Starting from the early '90this exodus is gradually reduced and in the last few years,
especially in the municipalities in valley’s area have improved the number of inhabitants.
Figure 15. The impact of the web on the quality of life
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4. Methodology in practice: the report of the two regional workshops
This chapter reports how the methodology of ETUDE project has been applied in the case study of
Lunigiana, during the two regional workshops held on 15th March and 22nd July 2008 in the
meeting room of the Comunità Montana of Lunigiana, in Aulla.
The stakeholders that participates at the two events are listed in the following table. The photo
collage illustrate the images of round table
Institution invited
Tuscany Region
ARSIA
Province of Massa‐Carrara

Comunità Montana della Lunigiana

Participants 1st workshop
Alvaro Fruttuosi, Executive civil
servant
- Luisa Corsini, Civil servant,
responsible of Agriculture and
Forest sector
- Silvia Teani, Executive civil
servant, responsible of the
Agriculture and Forest sector
- Fausta Fabbri, Executive civil

Participants 2nd workshop

Luisa
Corsini,
Civil
servant,
responsible of Agriculture and
Forest sector

Stefano Menini, Civil
responsible of Agriculture

servant,
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servant, responsible of Agriculture
- Vittorio Marcelli, “Assessore”49
for Agriculture
LAG Sviluppo Lunigiana
Municipalities of Lunigiana: Aulla,
Bagnone, Casola in Lunigiana, Comano,
Filattiera,
Fivizzano,
Fosdinovo,
Licciana Nardi, Mulazzo, Podenzana,
Pontremoli, Tresana, Villafranca in
Lunigiana e Zeri

Parco delle
Natural Park

Apuane/

Apuan

Alps

Parco Nazionale dell’Appennino Tosco‐
Emiliano/ National Park of the
Appennino Tosco‐Emiliano
Agenda 21 of Massa‐Carrara
Borghi Vivi
Strada del Vino Colli di Candia e
Lunigiana/ Wine route of Candia and
Lunigiana
Consorzio
Lunigiana
Produce/
Consortium Lunigiana Produce
Azienda di Tutela del Fagiolo di Bigliolo
/ Consortium of Protection of the Bean
of Bigliolo
Consorzio di Tutela del Miele DOP della
Lunigiana/ Consortium of Protection of
the PDO Honey of Lunigiana
Consorzio di valorizzazione e tutela
della pecora e dell'agnello di Zeri/
Consortium for the Valorization and
Safeguarding of Zerasca Sheep and
Lambs
Comitato per la Valorizzazione della
Cipolla di Treschietto/Commitee of the
Valorisation of the Onion of Treschietto
Local
Farmers
Organisations:
Confederazione Italiana Agricoltori,
Coldiretti,
Unione
Provinciale
Agricoltori
Cooperative
Organisations:
Legacooperative, Concooperative
University of Pisa
University of Pisa
University of Pisa

- Gianfranco Lazzeroni, Mayor of
Bagnone
- Riccardo Varese, Mayor of
Podenzana

Claudio Novoa, Member of the LAG
- Carmen Ricci, ‘Assessore’ for
culture of Licciana Nardi
- Franco Trombella, ‘Assessore’
for urban planning of Villafranca
in Lunigiana
- Paolo Bestazzoni Civil servant,
responsible for urban planning of
Villafranca in Lunigiana

Gianfranco Genovesi, Civil servant,
responsible of Agriculture and rural
development

Pier Paolo Lorieri, President of the
wine route

Pier Paolo Lorieri, President of the
wine route

- Piero Spinabianco, President of
the Consortium
- Ruggero Colombi, Member of the
Consortium
Cavicchioli Mauro, Founder of the
social cooperative “Il Pungiglione”
and member of the consortium

Carletto Marconi President of the
Committee
- Franco Cresci, representative of
Confederazione Italiana Agricoltori
- Giovanni
Lagomarsini,
representative of Coldiretti
FACILITATORS
Gianluca Brunori
Giaime Berti
Angela Guarino

Gianluca Brunori
Giaime Berti

49 “Assessore” is the member of the political body of an administrative division (region, “comunità montana”, province
or municipality)
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Images of the

1st

workshop

4.1. How does the ETUDE regional workshops have been led?

The first workshop has been structured into two part as following: a general presentation followed
by an open discussion based on the conceptual maps.
The workshop started with a fifteen minutes general presentation of the projects and particularly
of the ETUDE diagram. After the presentation, the facilitators have given to the participants the first
(“competitiveness”) of the 9 forms (see 2.10 Forms) aiming at facilitating the discussion on the local
web. The participants have been invited to fill (in 5 minutes) the first part of the form
“competitiveness” (“Write three words to describe the concept of competitiveness”). Then, one by
one, they have been invited to tell the three words and to explain the meaning to the other
participants. Thanks to the free mind software (http://freemind.sourceforge.net), the facilitators
have instantly built and projected on the wall (as to be seen by all the others) the conceptual map.
After that, starting from the conceptual maps, the facilitators have stimulated the discussion on the
concept “competitiveness”. After the discussion on the concept competitiveness, the participants
have been invited to fill the second part of the form competitiveness: “According to your opinion,
what is the level of competitiveness of Lunigiana?” and they have been invited to explain the score.
This process has taken a lot of time (40 minutes), thence, with the second form (quality of life) the
facilitators have decided to proceed in a different way, they have given the form “quality of life” to
the participant, they have given to the participants 5 minutes to fill all the form (the first and the
second part) and then they have discussed only the scores.
With the third form (“novelty”) it has been followed the same step of the form “competitiveness”.
The process has taken a lot of time, so the facilitators did not have enough time to finish the
discussion on the novelty and to proceed with the other forms.
During the workshop one facilitator has written notes with his laptop and the workshop has been
recorded with a digital recorder.
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During the second workshop (structured as the first one) the participants have discussed the forms
“endogeneity” (that has been discussed by all the participants) and “new institutional framework”
(that has been discussed just by four of the six participants). As it happened during the first
workshop, the discussion has taken a lot of time and there was not enough time to debate all the
domains.
Even if, during the two regional workshops, it has not been possible to discuss all the concepts
related to the ETUDE model (including the competitiveness and quality of life), however it has been
possible to gather many information. The following matrix summarised the “issues” discussed
during the two regional workshops:
Dimensions of the Web
Endogeneity
Social capital
New institutional frameworks
Governance of markets
Sustainability
Novelty production
Competitiveness
Quality of Life

1st workshop

2nd workshop
√
√

√
√
√

4.2. Debating the dimensions
4.2.1. Competitiveness

Within the conceptual map of “competitiveness” (see figure 16 are represented the words or the
phrases adopted by the participants to describe the concept of “competitiveness”.
Quality is a word largely adopted by local actors to define the concept of competitiveness. If we
consider, in addition, other words like: “products genuineness”, “niche market”, “symbol”, “identity
of the products”, “uniqueness”, “characterization of the territory”, “aggregations of local actors”,
“capacity of creating synergies”, “environment” and “quality of environment” it comes out a shared
and precise conceptualisation of “competitiveness” which is strictly related to the characteristics of
the Lunigiana’s socio‐economic system.
Therefore the map has been built and projected on the wall of the meeting room, the facilitator has
asked to the participants if they agreed or not on the words or phrases used by the others to
represent the concept of competitiveness and it has been registered a common understanding.
This common understanding has been made explicit during the discussion stimulated by the
facilitator. The facilitator has raised the following question “the most of you said ‘quality’ to
represent the concept of competitiveness but a couple of you have said ‘low price’, don’t you think that
exist a tradeoff between ‘quality’ and ‘low prices’?”.
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Figure 16 Conceptual map of competitiveness
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One participant answered arguing: “Price is a component of competitiveness but in a rural territory,
where the competitiveness is played on quality, the price component is not decisive […]. If we refer to
niche products as the honey of Lunigiana or the bean of Bigliolo, or the onion of Treschietto, or the
lamb of Zeri, then considering price as major component of competitiveness is not correct”. The
others participants agreed to this argument and, for instance, another participant equally claimed
that “price should be taken into account but this dimension should be contextualized within a niche
market where the logics are different. If the logic of competition is price, with this kind of productions
as, for instance, the onion of Treschietto, we won’t be able to start, we won’t be even able to accede to
the market”. But the participant who claimed that price is a crucial dimension of competitiveness,
replied to these argumentations raising the following question “I would like to know how much is the
production of such a products, is like the Sciacchetrà50 wine, everyone talk about it but is impossible to
find”. Finally, another participant has given a very comprehensive argumentation of the concept of
competitiveness applied to Lunigiana: “In a rural territory as Lunigiana, the issue of price influences
relatively. Exist different typologies of rural territories, in fact the UE has given different definitions of
rurality. In a territory like Lunigiana competitiveness pass through the characterization of the
territory that means quality of products, quality of hospitality. The characterization means the added
value given to a certain territory for which the territory become interesting at 360° and this explains a
higher price of the products or of hospitality. Competitiveness, then, depends on how the concept of
development is understood by local government. If I want to compete with China or with other
countries where the ‘rural agriculture’ is marginal because the ‘industrial agriculture’ is dominant
and where the prices are low, well, in that case it is clear that I cannot be competitive”.
From the discussion it has been possible to extrapolate many interesting information. First of all,
the stakeholders consider agriculture as the economic driving force of Lunigiana. Indeed, there is a
correspondence between the perception of local actors and the description of the structural
characteristic of the area where it is argued that agriculture plays a hegemonic role at different
levels: economic, social, cultural and environmental. Furthermore, talking about the meaning of
competitiveness and about what competitiveness means for Lunigiana, every participant has
immediately referred to local agro‐food products and they have identified some of the most
significant local productions: the lamb of Zeri, the bean of Bigliolo, the honey of Lunigiana and the
onion of Treschietto, which coincides with those identified in the matrix representing the initiatives
and the involved actors. Agriculture is perceived by local actors as the economic driving force and
the valorisation of agro‐food typical products is considered as the major sphere of actions. As it has
been argue Lunigiana is a marginal rural area in transition. The new pattern of development is
based on the valorisation of local resources and specially on the valorisation of local agro‐food
products.
Second, even if agriculture is considered important (relvant di solito significa pertinente) for the
local economy, the territory should not be considered an agricultural area production oriented ,
according to local actors Lunigiana is not a territory where ‘industrial agriculture’ is dominant, but
rather a territory characterised by a ‘rural agriculture’, where agriculture is considered a pillar of
an integrated rural economic system. According to the participants the agro‐food productions of
Lunigiana are ‘niche productions’, thence the most relevant dimension of competitiveness is not
‘low price’ but rather the ‘high quality’ of the products. However, the question, raised by a
participant, about how much is the production of these local agro‐food products, is revealing of the
limits of the local agricultural productive structure. The characteristics of the agriculture
50 Sciacchetrà is a rare Italian wine, is a typical DOC wine, from Cinque Terre area, which is cultivated on terraced sheer
vineyards overlooking the sea. The Sciacchetrà has a very ancient history, dates to ancient Rome. Its Boccaccio
mentioned it in his writings and Pope Paul III defined it as a "smoky wine of great aroma, with the colour of gold...". The
appellation states that after fermentation the wine must be aged in wood for at least one year. In the local dialect, the
word sciacchetrà means "press it and forget about it for a long while".
Cinque Terre is a rural area belonging to the Province of La Spezia (Liguria Region) but it is part of the so called
“historic Lunigiana” (Storti, 2004).
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productive system do not allow to talk about ‘niche markets’ for all the mentioned local products.
To regain the argument raised during the discussion, we can say, for instance, that as the
Sciacchetrà for Cinque Terre, everyone talks about the onion of Treschietto as one of the most
important local production, but it is very difficult to find the products on the territory. Starting from
these considerations on the limits of the productive structure of Lunigiana’s agriculture the
participant have identified another crucial competitive factor which is the “capacity of aggregation”.
The fact that the participants have mentioned aggregation does not mean that local actors and
particularly local government do not paid attention on the issue of the productive capacity of the
single farms, what it is interesting is that the priority is given to the aggregation, to the collective
action rather than individualistic action. The solution to face the problem of a lack of production it
is identify primarily in the cooperation between farmers. Indeed, a competitiveness factor is
“capacity of creating synergies”. This concept it has it has been expressed also during the following
discussion on novelty: “innovation/novelty is to think positive, to understand our potentialities, to
create a critical mass and going on together. The bean of Bigliolo is nothing alone, but together with
the onion of Treschietto, the lamb of Zeri, the Marocca of Casola, the cooked pork shoulder, the
panigacci51 etc. … When I talk about aggregation I mean to put together all the peculiarities we have,
that means characterize the territory and sell it”.
A third interesting topic, which has a theoretical significance, is a relativist conceptualization of
competitiveness. Competitiveness is not a universal, is not a concept that summarize unvaried
practices valid in every different spaces. According to the participants, the conceptualization of
competitiveness and its translation into practices depend on the characteristics of the territory, the
competitive factors differ according to the different typology of rural areas.
Furthermore, it has been argued that competitiveness is directly related to the “the concept of
development understood by local government”. The competitiveness then, depends on the local
political development project, to be understood as the representation of the shared strategic vision
of the development pattern of the territory. If competitiveness depend on the socio‐economic and
natural characteristics of the territory then most relevant competitive factor for Lunigiana is
aggregation, but the importance of aggregation derives also from the political vision of the
Lunigiana trajectory of development, based on the integrated endogenous rural development
pattern and which implies the reorganization of local actors into a collective project (Ray,2000).
According to the Assessore for Agriculture of the Community Montana of Lunigiana, promoting
aggregation is the most important local political issue. In fact, he adopted “capacity of aggregation”
to structure the further conceptual map of novelty and he added: “in a reality as Lunigiana, which is
made of small and micro enterprises, where the biggest enterprise of the territory is the Local Sanitary
Authority and where there are no enterprises able to face the market, the capacity of aggregation is
crucial. If I think at building sector, there are no local enterprises able to participate at public
competitive tender. The capacity of aggregation is to create cooperative, not only agricultural
cooperative, able to participate at public competitive tender”. Thence, it is necessary to understand
“if is correct to continue financing the single farms to help them to organize centre of transformations
of milk, when a farm open and close in a short time, or if is necessary to dialogue with the farmers to
understand if exist margins to create collective structures that go beyond the single farms, as in
Bigliolo where they have create a common sacking centre. Is not the single farm that sacks but the
associations that is behind. With the onion of Treschietto they are going in the same direction. This is
novelty, it is a policy that encourages the aggregation, that is able to collect all the small puzzlepieces
that compose the Lunigiana in order to go beyond the structural limits”. But to that argumentation
another participant replied arguing that “the capacity of building something in common that works it
is not within the DNA of Lunigiana”. Lunigiana is characterized by a lack of capacity of aggregation,
and “we should deal with this incapacity”. As it has been highlighted in the analysis of the area, even
51 The panigacci of Podenzana, are simply made by mixing water and flour. They are cooked in the fire‐place, in
terracotta plates, made by local craftsmen, that are put on top of each other.
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if associationism is highly diffused in Lunigiana, a lack of social capital is persistent issue. For the
participant the reasons of this incapacity is due to a cultural factors.
Finally, when the participants talk about agriculture they never adopt a sector perspective, on the
contrary they adopt a territorial approach, always talking about rural territory. Agriculture is the
fundamental pillar of the local economy, but the characteristic of the Lunigiana’s agriculture
productive structure do not allow to think in productivist terms. The participants, conscious of
these characteristics, have a integrated approach to the economic development: “competitiveness
pass through the characterization of the territory that means quality of products, quality of
hospitality. The characterization means the added value given to a certain territory for which the
territory become interesting at 360° and that explain a higher price of the products or of hospitality”.
As it has been argued analyzing the impact of the Lunigiana’s rural web on competitiveness, local
products are understood as ‘attractors’ as the other local resources (handcraft, natural resources,
cultural resources, historical patrimony etc.). The competitiveness of Lunigiana as whole it then is
determined by: the economic integration among different sectors and with the economies of the
adjacent territories, the territorial integration (among different areas and with the adjacent
territories), the institutional integrations (among Municipalities, Province and Comunità Montana)
and social integration.
The territorial approach is not only related to a shift from a sectorial agricultural vision of the
countryside to a multidimensional one but implies a shift from a narrow economic
conceptualisation of development to a broader vision. When it is argued that “environment” and
“quality of the environment” are competitive factor, this means: first, that local actors are conscious
that the quality of environment of Lunigiana is a important economic resource, but it also signifies a
conceptualisation of development that goes beyond the economic growth. Certainly this depends on
the diffused rhetoric of the sustainable development that has been characterising the debate during
the last years, but it reveals also a ethical interpretation of development from local actors. In fact,
ethic appears in the conceptual map of competitiveness and the relevance of ethic has been
stressed many times during the discussion on novelty.
The score assigned by the participants to the level of competitiveness of Lunigiana is the following:
Competitiveness
of Lunigiana
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6
Participant 7
Participant 8
Participant 9
Participant 10
Participant 11
Participant 12
Participant 13
Participant 14
Participant 15
Average

Score
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
3
2
2
5
1
2,46
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The average of the score given by the participants to the competitiveness of Lunigiana it is 2,5. Even
if it represents a not very positive judgment, probably it is slightly overestimated. As the Assessore
of the Comunità Montana of Lunigiana has admitted the score “it is also a political score given to
ourselves”, thence, when we analyze the score it would be prudent to round it down. Furthermore, if
we consider that Lunigiana is a rural area in transition, it is possible to confuse the reality with the
potentialities. Lunigiana is rich of potentialities, it is reach of resources “in potentia” but when it
comes the time of translating the “potentia” into “actus” it comes out that there is still many work to
do.
Before passing to the discussion on the quality of life the facilitator has argued “nobody has
introduced the topic of the capacity of attraction of people or enterprises, I ask to myself if this is a
issue for you, because often the competitiveness is measured not only in terms of giving opportunities
for those who live in the territory but also in the capacity of attraction”. To such question the
executive civil servant of the Agriculture sector of the Province of Massa‐Carrara replied that the
Province has not considered the capacity of attraction as a issue. Lunigiana has the opposite
problem, that is to keep the young peoples, the main issue is depopulation.
4.2.2. Quality of life

Within the conceptual map of “quality of life” (see figure 17) the words or the phrases adopted by
the participants to describe the concept of “quality of life”, are graphically represented
From the conceptual map it comes out a very precise and shared conceptualisation of “quality of
life”. The quality of life is determined by four factor: “employment” above all and then “services”,
“environment” and “social relations”. In fact, all the participants (except three) have adopted
“employment” to express the concept of quality of life. Another term largely adopted has been
“services”, to be understood as a “diffused public social system (health, education, culture, etc.. and
transport)”. Furthermore, according to the participants the quality of the “environment” is crucial
to determine the quality of life and finally the “social relations and solidarity” to which it is strictly
related “sense of belonging to the territory an to the local culture”.
Since the discussion on the conceptual map “competitiveness” has taken a lot of time, the
facilitators have decided to not discuss the conceptual map “quality of life” and to open the
discussion only on the scores given to the “quality of life” in Lunigiana.
Quality of life in
Lunigiana
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6
Participant 7
Participant 8
Participant 9
Participant 10
Participant 11
Participant 12
Participant 13
Participant 14
Participant 15
Average

Score
3
3
3
4
2
5
3
3
5
3
3
4
3
4
2
3,33
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Figure 17 Conceptual map of quality of life
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All the participants, except two, have given a score from 3 up which means a positive perception of
the quality of Lunigiana by the relevant local stakeholders. The facilitator, then, asked to those who
gave 2 to explain their reasons. The first participant answered that “the quality of life it is not only
eating a good food and breathing a fresh and non polluted air, it should be also considered from other
points of view as the employment and the health services, and in these cases Lunigiana is not the
vanguard”. The other participant argued that the local real issue is the infrastructures, “Bigliolo is
only 10 km far from Aulla, but it takes 1 hour journey, the transport are shocking, is this the quality of
life?”.
Even if among the participants there is a shared opinion on the score of the quality of life, what is
the level of the quality of life in Lunigiana is still an open question and require a further
investigations. In fact, the score is understandable only if we consider that the quality of
environment is the most relevant factor, but the participants understand employment as the key
factor of quality of life. The unemployment rate of Lunigiana (9,02%) is higher than the regional
one (6,87%) and if we consider specifically “employment opportunities” the participants
themselves admit that the young people leave Lunigiana because they don’t have opportunities, so
how it is possible that the average is higher than 3? Furthermore, does not Lunigiana suffers any
lack of “services” or infrastructures? Talking about social relations, is it not true that abandonment,
solitude, and marginality are the feelings of people of Lunigiana (Proietti,2002) especially for the
elder, the younger and the people who live in the remotest area of Lunigiana?

4.2.3. Novelty/innovation

Looking at the conceptual map novelty/innovation (see figure 18), it is possible to argue that the
participants have explored the concept of novelty/innovation starting from a very unusual common
point of view, where endogeneity and continuity prevails against exogeneity and discontinuity.
Within the current socio‐technical regimes (Wiskerke, Van der Ploeg, 2004) and according to the
dominant discourse, innovation is understood as scientific and codified knowledge, an external
injection of technology that produce a discontinuity in the traditional local longstanding practices,
that often are understood as inefficient in terms of productivity. In fact, innovation is usually
related to the mechanization, to the introduction of new technologies or new synthetic products
able to boost the productive capacity. Innovation is something that comes from outside the
territory, that is beyond the power and control of local actors.
On the contrary, the participants have described the concept of novelty/innovation from a
completely different point of view. According to them, innovation is: “knowledge of the territory, of
the local culture, of the local history and of the typicalities”, it is “networking to recover
local/contextual knowledge and traditions”. Furthermore, novelty/innovation is: “innovating to
promote tradition” or “the reinvention of typicality as new idea, new environment and new product”,
or “the capacity of revitalizing traditions” and, finally, it is “creativity, to be understood as the
capacity of introducing novelties link to the context […] innovation is not to copy from the others but
to interpret, to transform and to preserve a patrimony that already exist in the territory”. Innovation
is, then, conceptualised in terms of endogeneity and continuity as novelty, to be understood in
opposition of innovation (Wiskerke, Van der Ploeg, 2004). Even if it has been stressed the
importance of university and research centres at the same time it has been underlined that it is
necessary a local ‘structure’ able to mediate the relationship between university and territory.
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Figure 18 Conceptual map of novelty
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Another interesting aspect is that during the discussion about innovation, the participants have
never referred to the productive aspects. Innovation is not understood by local actors as something
that is predominantly oriented to rise the production or the productivity. When the participants
spoke about the limits of production in Lunigiana they identify innovative solution into
“collaborative actions”. As we have already mentioned novelty is understood as a “policy that
encourages the aggregation, that is able to collect all the small puzzlepieces that compose the
Lunigiana in order to go beyond the structural limits” rather than technologies to improve the
productivity and production of the single farms. Also providing examples of innovative initiatives in
Lunigiana, for instance the wine route and the bread route, the participants have stressed the
importance of networking and aggregation as factors of innovation.
The facilitators have decided to discuss the score after the discussion on the experiences and
initiatives of novelty, but for a lack of time it has not been possible. In addition, five of the
participants have not filled the part of the form dedicated to the score of the novelty in Lunigiana,
thence even if it is possible to claim that according to 10 participants of 15 that have participate to
the regional workshop, the general impressions is that Lunigiana is not considered a territory able
to activate novelties, it is anyway inappropriate to proceed on further analysis of the score.
Novelty in
Lunigiana
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6
Participant 7
Participant 8
Participant 9
Participant 10
Participant 11
Participant 12
Participant 13
Participant 14
Participant 15
Average

Score
2
2
2
1
4
2
2
1
3
2
?
?
?
?
?
2,1

The last part of the form “novelty” is about the initiative (both positive and negative) that,
according to local actors, explain the impact of innovation/novelty on the competitiveness and on
the quality of life of Lunigiana.
The participants have been invited by the facilitator to mention examples of initiative in Lunigiana
they consider the most innovative.
The examples of innovative actions are the following:
1. The Wine route of Candia and Lunigiana: the innovative aspects of the wine route are
represented by: “the network between the producers, the private and public partnership and
the territorial marketing through local products”;
2. The project “Emotional citizenship” that aim at contacting the emigrants of Lunigiana in order
to enlarge the community of “Lunigianesi” to all the people spread everywhere around the
world that have their roots in Lunigiana, that are emotionally linked to this territory.
3. A project of the Comunità Montana della Lunigiana, the Municpality of Bagnone and the
Local Healt Authority for the education of 5 heavy handicapped children. As it has been
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argued: “every time that we have the courage of thinking about the needs through a
destructuralisation of the preordained schema and functions and we work together to solve the
specific situation of necessity, then we have innovation”
4. An initiative (promoted by the Comunità Montana of Lunigiana) of some concerts of classical
music during a period when there is no tourism. The aim of initiative was not the de‐
seasonalization of tourism but to improve the quality of life of people who live in Lunigiana
5. The representative of the Confederazione Italiana Agricoltori, has provided two examples to
explain the double meaning of innovation (re‐introducing tradition and new technologies):
a. Mercatali52: “first of all I would like to make a contrariwise example of innovation both
from the economicproductive and the relational point of view. This is the example of
Mercatali, the idea of coming back to the short chain. In the past the direct contact
between the producer and the consumer was the rule, but in the last 504030 years the
relationship between producer and consumer got lost and it got lost also the
relationship between consumer and places where the products come from. The idea is to
come back to the squares/marketplaces with the own products, this change, this
relationship is the return to something that got lost. Direct selling means to regain
possession of the own tradition”.
b. “Another example of innovation is the selling of raw milk in points of distribution where
the milk it is put into cooled display cases where the public can buy it […]. In Lunigiana
nowadays we have 35 quintal of milk per day and, to border the absurd, this Lunigiana’s
milk goes to Florence to come back with another name. With this new machine it would
be possible to sell raw milk of Lunigiana with the name of Lunigiana”
Because of the lack of time, just four of the 15 participants have stated examples of experiences and
of initiatives considered the most innovative. Thence the list should be considered partially
representative of the opinion of the relevant stakeholders.
4.2.4. Endogeneity

Within the conceptual map of “endogeneity”/”local resources” (see figure 19) are represented the
local resources that the participants consider the most relevant for the development of the area.
Among the participants, there is a common understanding that “environment”, “historic and
cultural patrimony” and “typical agrofood products” represent the most important local resources.
Even if the local environment is considered a fundamental resource for the socio‐economic
development of the area, one of the participants has underlined that it should be focused more
attention on the concrete risk of a progressive erosion of the environmental capital of Lunigiana
and of the “rural environment” specifically: “Everyone has underlined the importance of the
environment as resource of the territory but, excluding the mountain areas because they have not
been anthropized neither in the past, I just see neglecting agroecosystems and in my opinion there is
nothing worse than a neglected agroecosystem. A neglected agroecosystem it is not just a resource
with a little value it is even a disvalue”. Two are the causes: “the depopulation of the area” and “the
pursuance of EU norms and laws, that have driven to the disappearance of the specific characteristics
typical of the Lunigiana’s rural landscape of just 25 years ago, and not of 100 years ago. For instance
the vineyards, because they have been grouped together into small specialised implantations. A
distinctive characteristic of our territory as the “vite maritata” does not exist anymore”. Furthermore,
the landscape is a crucial component of the local identity and the loss of the traditional features of
the rural landscape has consequences on the recognition of their own territory by the people: “I
52 Mercatali is one of the many initiatives supported by the Tuscany Region and ARSIA to promote short chain,
specifically, Mercatali is a regional initiative to support farmer markets.
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have been outside for 15 years and when I came back I found something that I knew, what has pushed
me back, but now I would have big difficulties because I do not recognised any more the place where I
live” .
Figure 19 Conceptual map of endogeneity/local resources

But the rural landscape, as another participant argued, cannot be imagined “considering rurality as
a museum of something that happened in the past, the rural landscape has change from 10.000 years
before Christ up to now and it changes consistently as a consequence of the human action. The quality
of change depend on us, if we are capable, we change it agreeably, if we are Americans, well, in that
case we build the Napa Valley with 50 millions of hectares of vineyards. I have taken a couple of
pictures of “vite maritata” because I told to myself: “I have to take a picture before it will disappear”,
knowing that it is destined to disappear and I do not regret because the future is the future and not the
past”. The first participant, then, countered that he was not contesting the evolution but that he was
thinking about “contrasting the abandonment”.
Furthermore, according to the participants, the environment is a resource that is not exploited in all
its potential, for instance “the valorisation of the forest in terms of biomass and in terms of
management of the brushwood products”. A participant underlined that:
- in the field of the biomass “we are the tailend of the Tuscany Region. We have just one
biomass power plant, which is the one owned by the Comunità Montana. We should be more
virtuous, not just the public sector but also the private, as it could be for the management of the
apartment houses. We have to think a strategy based on small biomass power plant and not on
big one”.
- “The brushwood is a resource (for instance the mushrooms and other products) that it is not
valorised and we have to think seriously about valorising it”.
Finally, another participant stressed that “the environment is a very important opportunity for the
development of the territory which, by good fortune, from the environmental point of view, has
remained untouched because we didn’t have any industrialisation. Now it is time to exploit such a
resource”, but the main limit is the lack of organisation, fragmentation and a lack of collective
action. What is missed is “the network, both internal and external”, “it is not that every commune
should do by itself but we need to work altogether”. In the remote areas where individual agency is
limited by a lack of physical and intangible resources, the construction of networks connecting
different areas and actors is the process through which these resources are mobilised and shared. A
concrete example is the “Trekking Lunigiana”, a trekking route connecting different sites and paths.
It has been produced a book an brochures illustrating the route. This project coordinated by the
Comunità Montana has enabled the exploitation of the environment, many tourists could enjoy the
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quality of the landscape and the beauties of the nature by walking from stop to stop, but this project
has been abandoned: “the Comunità Montana had organised a route with 14 stop and 14 stop places
owned by the communes. When some of the communes had asked back the stop places, the route has
been dismantled” and now the environment is a resource that is not enjoyable, “especially by the
foreigners that ask us where the trekking paths are”.
A specular example on the field of cultural capital, it is represented by the “Castles circuit”: “they are
ten years now since the circuit should have started, many public castles have been recovered, and
many private castles have been introduce in this circuit, but it has not started yet”. The historic and
cultural patrimony, together with the environment and the local agro‐food products, is considered
by the participants the most important local resource, but also in this case a lack of ‘ability to get
things done collectively’ impedes to exploit the local resources: “talking about the valorisation of the
cultural resources, what is needed is the activation of a network, a network of services, so that a
tourist can refer to a unique tool  and not that each commune makes its own localist tourist policy 
and in a way that the tourist can explore all the territory, thence it is necessary to plan network
initiatives”. Therefore “it is necessary to valorise together a collective memory, which has its own
specificities for each single community, because this is a land of different dialects, of different stories
(someone has been dominated by the family of Medici other by the family of Estensi) but we have a
single great shared story, as shared are the typical agrofood products and the traditions, this
fragmentation of the supply does not benefit anyone”. What is needed is to “recover a shared historic
memory, which should become really collective, a sense of belonging to a unique territory that is one
and not made of many castles and bell towers”.
According to a participant “Lunigiana reflects many different souls, it is a mix which find its strength
and its reasons of existence in its own different facets” but for another participant these
fragmentation is a weakness: “Lunigiana is characterised by many different cultural identities as
many are the different valleys of the territory. In this fragmentation I see a weakness, for instance, for
me it is very difficult to find a key word, an image that is able to represent the territory. In the last four
years we have tried, without any success, to make a poster with a key word able to identify the
territory. This signifies that a real problem exists because we will never be remembered”.
4.2.5. Institutional frameworks
The facilitators asked the participants to identify the public institution that have the lager weight
on (rural) development in Lunigiana and to evaluate the degree of cooperation between public
institutions in Lunigiana. Three participants (of the seven) have abandoned the regional workshop,
so just four have participate to the discussion on the institutional framework:
- Participant 1: starting from the point of view of the competences in terms of planning the
most important public institution in order of relevance are: the Province of Massa Carrara;
the Comunità Montana and at the end the Municipalities. Furthermore other important
institution are the Local Sanitary Authority and the LAG.
The level of cooperation is 3: an average between excellences and “sad situations” which are
related to political skirmish. Every time that the Comunità Montana has organised initiatives
(that mean also initiative to favour access to funds) they have been “deserted” by the
commune that are governed by different political parties of those of the government of the
Comunità Montana.
- Participant 2: considering the funding, the most important institution is the Region “without
the Regional funding we cannot go anywhere”, followed by the Province and the Comunità
Montana, the last is the LAG.
“The main problem is the cooperation among local public institutions so the score is 2 because
we go from excellences to situation of complete absence of cooperation […] and finally the same
old discourse of «fare sistema»/ acting collectively that is missed in this territory”
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-

-

Participant 3: considering the economic influence, “the Comunità Montana manage a big
share of the resources destined to Lunigiana”, followed by the Province and the LAG. A limit
is “the division of the competence between the coast and the inland”.
The score is 3
Participant 4: “I have turned upside down the pyramid, to identify the institutions which have
the bigger weight I start from the municipalities, followed by the Comunità Montana and the
Province, because I do not start from the point of view of the fund capacities but from the
ability of identifying the need of the people. Starting from this approach the score is 2 because
the ability of making «true agreements» is very low”.

Since the participants has interpreted the question from different point of view it is impossible to
find an interpretative key, but what has clearly came out from the discussion is that the participants
agreed that Lunigiana is characterised by a very low degree of cooperation among public
institutions.
4.3. Forms
The forms adopted during the ETUDE regional workshops are the following:

COMPETITIVENESS
Write three words to describe the
concept of competitiveness
1.

Notes (optional)

2.
3.

Notes (optional)

According to your opinion, what is the
level of competitiveness of Lunigiana?
(give a score from 1 ‐ very low ‐ to 5 ‐
very high ‐ )
1

2

3

4

5

QUALITY OF LIFE
Write three words to describe the
concept of quality of life
1.

Notes (optional)

2.
3.
According to your opinion, what is the
level of quality of life of Lunigiana?
( give a score from 1 ‐ very low ‐ to 5 ‐
very high ‐ )

1

2

3

4

Notes (optional)

5
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NOVELTY (INNOVATION)
Write three words to describe the
concept of innovation/novelty

Notes (optional)

1.
2.
3.
According to your opinion, what is the
level of innovation/novelty of
Lunigiana? (give a score from 1 ‐ very
low ‐ to 5 ‐ very high ‐ )

1

2

3

4

Notes (optional)

5

Lists three initiative (both positive and negative) that explain the impact of innovation/novelty
competitiveness and on the quality of life of Lunigiana

on the

Esempio 1
Esempio 2
Esempio 3

NEW INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS
According to your opinion which are the
public institution that have the lager
weight on (rural) development in
Lunigiana ? (list in order of importance)

Notes (optional)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
According to your opinion, what is the
degree of cooperation of public
institutions in Lunigiana? ( give a score
from 1 ‐ very low ‐ to 5 ‐ very high ‐ )

1

2

3

4

Notes (optional)

5

Lists three initiative (both positive and negative) that explain the impact of new institutional arrangements and
new institutional frameworks on the competitiveness and on the quality of life of Lunigiana

Esempio 1
Esempio 2
Esempio 3
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SOCIAL CAPITAL
Notes (optional)

Write three words to describe the
concept of social capital

1.
2.
3.
According to your opinion, what is the
capacity of local actors to do things
collectively? Lunigiana? ( give a score
from 1 ‐ very low ‐ to 5 ‐ very high ‐ )

1

2

3

4

Notes (optional)

5

Lists three initiative (both positive and negative) that explain the impact of social capital
competitiveness and on the quality of life of Lunigiana

on the

Esempio 1
Esempio 2
Esempio 3

LOCAL RESOURCES
According to your opinion which are the
most important local resources of in
Lunigiana ? (list in order of importance)

Notes (optional)

1.
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Lists three initiative (both positive and negative) that explain the impact of local resources
competitiveness and on the quality of life of Lunigiana

on the

Esempio 1
Esempio 2
Esempio 3

GOVERNANCE OF MARKETS
Write three words to describe market
structures in Lunigiana? (please refer to
food, rural tourism, craftsmanship)

Notes (optional)

1.
2.
3.
Lists three initiative (both positive and negative) that explain the impact of market strategies
competitiveness and on the quality of life of Lunigiana

on the

Esempio 1
Esempio 2
Esempio 3
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SW(OT) ANALYSIS
Strengths
Environmental capital
Economic capital
Social and cultural capital
Institutional capital

Weaknesses
Environmental capital
Economic capital
Social and cultural capital
Institutional capital
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